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From martiemull at mindspring.com Thu Jul 1 01:40:40 1999
From: martiemull at mindspring.com (Martie Mullenbach)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: Web Access v. CDs for Family Search
References: <LYR32560-28989-1999.06.30-14.42.57-martiemull#mindspring.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <377AF148.5C7ECDC2@mindspring.com>
The FHC are not allowed to have Internet hook ups at this time, and with
the strong wording, I doubt if it will happen anytime soon! We continue
to receive the updates of the CD's, but the fiche versions are not as
current.
People who come to the center use both the fiche and computers.
our people don't like the computers.

Some of

Martie Mullenbach
a paper away from my MLS
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
FHC volunteer
RUMBAUGH Christopher D wrote:
>
> I think one of their issues at this point is whether to allow Internet access
> at Family History Centers. I believe it is "Verboten" by the "higher-ups."
> [another pun intended]
>
> I haven't been an FHC volunteer for almost 2 years, but I recall seeing a memo
> dated earlier this year with the comment "Internet is not approved for use in
> Family History Centers." Anyone in the know, please advise.
>
> #004#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

> Christopher D. Rumbaugh
> Oregon State Library
> LSTA / State Data Coordinator
> (503) 378-2112 x254
> FAX (503) 588-7119
> RUMBAUGH_christopher_d@oslmac.osl.state.or.us
> ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
>
> The thread about the web v. cd versions of Family Search has been one of
> the more informative I have had the opportunity to read. Thank you to
> all who have contributed to it. A colleague and I were discussing the
> "fate" of the cd version yesterday. It was his opinion that the debate
> may be a moot point because he feels the trend in database development
> is toward the web and away from cds.
>
> Has the church taken a position on whether it will continue to suppoer
> both the web and cds?
>
> Bruce Bumbalough
> Reference Librarian
> Grapevine Public Library
> Grapevine, TX
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: martiemull@mindspring.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From kdm at ckls.org Thu Jul 1 13:35:23 1999
From: kdm at ckls.org (Kathy Mitchum)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: French/France genealogy
In-Reply-To: <LYR6180-28893-1999.06.29-15.24.55--KDM#CKLS.ORG@lists.acom
p.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <199907012215.RAA23787@services.kansasweb.com>
Does anyone have any fairly recent titles (or other sources) for research
in France and making the connections back from the USA to France? Some of
the books handling all of Europe, etc. have pages, but not alot. We have
seen some much older books (1950-early 80's), but not much current. This
could include actual research materials for French records, or specific
areas of France (we especially are looking for southern France--not Paris,
etc.) English language material only, I'm afraid.
Oh, we really don't need French-Canadian materials at this time; there seem
to be some good ones--but I'd be personally interested anything on the
French in Pictou County, Nova Scotia, late 1880-early 1900's!)
Thanks for any ideas!
Kathy Mitchum
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
kdm@ckls.org
Kathy Mitchum
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
Central Kansas Library System
kdm@ckls.org
From tbeck at roselle.lib.il.us Thu Jul 1 18:44:51 1999
From: tbeck at roselle.lib.il.us (Terry Beck)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: French/France genealogy
Message-ID: <01BEC3E9.6D23C690@WKST13>
Morgan Robertson's Pictou and Antigonish County Page is wonderful:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~pictou/
She's worked on it for several years and it just keeps getting better.
Good luck,
Terry
Terry Beck
tbeck@roselle.lib.il.us
Head of Adult Services
Roselle Public Library
Roselle, IL
Gen-Newbie List Administrator
---------From:
Kathy Mitchum[SMTP:kdm@ckls.org]
Reply To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent:
Thursday, July 01, 1999 12:35 PM
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject:
[genealib] French/France genealogy

Does anyone have any fairly recent titles (or other sources) for research
in France and making the connections back from the USA to France? Some of
the books handling all of Europe, etc. have pages, but not alot. We have
seen some much older books (1950-early 80's), but not much current. This
could include actual research materials for French records, or specific
areas of France (we especially are looking for southern France--not Paris,
etc.) English language material only, I'm afraid.
Oh, we really don't need French-Canadian materials at this time; there seem
to be some good ones--but I'd be personally interested anything on the
French in Pictou County, Nova Scotia, late 1880-early 1900's!)
Thanks for any ideas!
Kathy Mitchum
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
kdm@ckls.org
Kathy Mitchum
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
Central Kansas Library System
kdm@ckls.org
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: tbeck@roselle.lib.il.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
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From bstahr at mailbox.syr.edu Thu Jul 1 20:42:37 1999
From: bstahr at mailbox.syr.edu (Beth Stahr)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: French/France genealogy
In-Reply-To: <LYR6511-29099-1999.07.01-18.30.37-BSTAHR#MAILBOX.SYR.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.SOL.4.10.9907011937430.4919-100000@rodan.syr.edu>
Claire Mire Bettag, CGRS presented a good lecture on Research in France at
the Louisiana Genealogical and Historical Society 1999 Annual Meeting and
Seminar in April. You may wish to contact her to obtain a copy of her
copyrighted bibliography.
I'm sure that her address, phone number and email address can be found at
the BCG website, http://www.genealogy.org/~bcg
Beth Stahr, MLS, CGRS
bstahr@mailbox.syr.edu
On Thu, 1 Jul 1999, Kathy Mitchum wrote:
> Does anyone have any fairly recent titles (or other sources) for research
> in France and making the connections back from the USA to France? Some of
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>
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>
>
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>
>
>
>

the books handling all of Europe, etc. have pages, but not alot. We have
seen some much older books (1950-early 80's), but not much current. This
could include actual research materials for French records, or specific
areas of France (we especially are looking for southern France--not Paris,
etc.) English language material only, I'm afraid.
Oh, we really don't need French-Canadian materials at this time; there seem
to be some good ones--but I'd be personally interested anything on the
French in Pictou County, Nova Scotia, late 1880-early 1900's!)
Thanks for any ideas!
Kathy Mitchum
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
kdm@ckls.org
Kathy Mitchum
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
Central Kansas Library System
kdm@ckls.org
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: BSTAHR@MAILBOX.SYR.EDU
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From egrundset at dar.org Fri Jul 2 10:52:46 1999
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: French/France genealogy
Message-ID: <mailman.28.1067011569.15983.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Best of luck finding something in English (or even French) in print that
is current on French research. With one French great grandfather, I've
been looking for something myself without a lot of success. There is an
occasional article in a journal, but they are somewhat limited. Frankly,
the best information I've found recently is on websites linked to
Cyndi's List. It would be nice if someone did a good French research
guide in either language! If you find something let us all know please!
Eric Grundset
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5392
202-879-3313
<egrundset@dar.org
>
>
>
>

-----Original Message----From:
Kathy Mitchum [SMTP:kdm@ckls.org]
Sent:
Thursday, July 01, 1999 1:35 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
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Subject:

[genealib] French/France genealogy

Does anyone have any fairly recent titles (or other sources) for
research
in France and making the connections back from the USA to France?
Some of
the books handling all of Europe, etc. have pages, but not alot. We
have
seen some much older books (1950-early 80's), but not much current.
This
could include actual research materials for French records, or
specific
areas of France (we especially are looking for southern France--not
Paris,
etc.) English language material only, I'm afraid.
Oh, we really don't need French-Canadian materials at this time; there
seem
to be some good ones--but I'd be personally interested anything on the
French in Pictou County, Nova Scotia, late 1880-early 1900's!)
Thanks for any ideas!
Kathy Mitchum
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
kdm@ckls.org
Kathy Mitchum
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
Central Kansas Library System
kdm@ckls.org
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: EGRUNDSET@DAR.ORG
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us Fri Jul 2 14:08:20 1999
From: arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us (Erickson, Arthur)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: DDC 929.5
Message-ID: <7DD59F6F8A87D11191B50060088FAB14DEEDCF@green>
Does anyone else hate the DDC classification of cemetery records in 929.5?
I think it is arbitrary. Why give one type of record its own number and not
others--Marriage bonds, will abstracts, census indexes, etc.?
Opinions are welcome, on or off list.
Arthur
From dmoneta at lib.az.us Fri Jul 2 12:25:03 1999
From: dmoneta at lib.az.us (Daniela Moneta)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: Web Access v. CDs for Family Search
In-Reply-To: <LYR6421-28976-1999.06.30-11.55.30--DMONETA#DLAPR.LIB.AZ.US
@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4.1.19990702110002.00a7e100@dlapr.lib.az.us>
We have a CD-ROM jukebox that holds 100 CDs and have tried to use the 60+
FamilySearch CDs in it. LDS tech support told us that it wouldn't work but
our computer technician got it to work anyway. The problem is that if a
patron pushes the wrong button, the jukebox gets confused. This system
works only a small percentage of the time. We decided to disconnect the
FamilySearch CDs and use the online service even though it is limited. We
cancelled our standing order with LDS for the CD updates. They called us
requesting that we return the CDs. After reading the discussion on the
listserv, I asked them if they had plans to add more to their online
database. They said that the Church is planning to have more complete
information, which includes IGI and Ancestral Search on all the countries,
by the end of the year. We are still not sure about returning the CDs. I
might ask if we can keep them but not get any further updates at least
until the end of the year.
Daniela Moneta
Genealogy Librarian
Arizona State Library
At 10:33 AM 6/30/99 -0500, you wrote:
>The thread about the web v. cd versions of Family Search has been one of
>the more informative I have had the opportunity to read. Thank you to
>all who have contributed to it. A colleague and I were discussing the
>"fate" of the cd version yesterday. It was his opinion that the debate
>may be a moot point because he feels the trend in database development
>is toward the web and away from cds.
>
>Has the church taken a position on whether it will continue to suppoer
>both the web and cds?
>
>Bruce Bumbalough
>Reference Librarian
>Grapevine Public Library
>Grapevine, TX
>
>
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: DMONETA@DLAPR.LIB.AZ.US
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>

From ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us Fri Jul 2 14:19:23 1999
From: ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us (Anita Doering)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: DDC 929.5
References: <LYR6350-29153-1999.07.02-13.05.51-AD#LACROSSE.LIB.WI.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <377D02AA.512685A1@lacrosse.lib.wi.us>

Agreed. I think they should go with their geographic sections, not classed by
type of record. Although we do that some with periodical indexes that seem to go
beyond geographical boundaries.
Anita Doering
La Crosse Public Library
"Erickson, Arthur" wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Does anyone else hate the DDC classification of cemetery records in 929.5?
I think it is arbitrary. Why give one type of record its own number and not
others--Marriage bonds, will abstracts, census indexes, etc.?
Opinions are welcome, on or off list.
Arthur
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: AD@LACROSSE.LIB.WI.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From csherrill at mail.state.tn.us Fri Jul 2 14:49:43 1999
From: csherrill at mail.state.tn.us (Chuck Sherrill)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: DDC 929.5 -Reply
Message-ID: <s77cc38a.055@langate.tnet.state.tn.us>
Arthur:
I'm with you. We try to classify all types of local records under the local
history number, including cemetery records. Church records would be an
exception ... there may be others I'm not thinking of just now.
Chuck Sherrill
Tenn. State Library & Archives
>>> "Erickson, Arthur" <arthur.erickson@ci.greensboro.nc.us> 07/02/99 12:08pm >>>
Does anyone else hate the DDC classification of cemetery records in 929.5?
I think it is arbitrary. Why give one type of record its own number and not
others--Marriage bonds, will abstracts, census indexes, etc.?
Opinions are welcome, on or off list.
Arthur
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: CSHERRILL@MAIL.STATE.TN.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-6391X@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From gbrengle at mindspring.com

Fri Jul

2 16:17:43 1999

From: gbrengle at mindspring.com (Ginger Brengle)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: DDC 929.5
In-Reply-To: <LYR7530-29153-1999.07.02-13.05.51--gbrengle#mindspring.com
@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.19990702151743.00804380@mindspring.com>
Regarding Cemetery classification:
Our patrons despise the 929.5 area. At least once a day I hear "Don't you
have any cemetery books?"
Funny story to add:
Last night our library had a close hit of lightning -- no lights for 2
hours in the genealogy section! A patron was working at a fiche reader when
the lights went out. She groaned, "No, not now! I just found my great
grandfather!" Then she turns to her husband and says, "Don't you have a
flashlight?" (Keep in mind the monsoon-like weather outside) He says, "Yes,
in the TRUCK! Do you want me to go out and get it?!" I swear, her face read
"yes", but she did say no!! ha ha
Ginger Brengle
Largo Library
351 East Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770
From gbrengle at mindspring.com Fri Jul 2 16:20:14 1999
From: gbrengle at mindspring.com (Ginger Brengle)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: Family Search license
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.19990702152014.007fe100@mindspring.com>
Just an addendum to the previous discussion:
We received our license agreement today. The letter attached states that
the licenses were extended while they created the FamilySearch.org website.
They wanted to give libraries the opportunity to cancel and use the online
service. The new license will run from 30 Jun 1999 to 30 Jun 2000.
Ginger Brengle
Largo Library
351 East Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770
From munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG Fri Jul 2 15:42:11 1999
From: munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG (munroe@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: DDC 929.5 <LYR6195-29160-1999.07.02-14.22.17-MUNROE#AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.PMDF.3.91.990702143929.75269A-100000@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG>
Count me as another vote for treating cemetey records like other sources
in 929.3xxx geographically sorted. However, catalogers don't think like
"real people" in other areas either. If you dodn't believe me, consider
architecture, domestic for what the patrons call house plans!
------------------------------------------------------------------------"Ignorance is not just bliss, it is also a lack of imagination."
Stephen P. Maran, Smithsonian, Sept. 1997

Mara Munroe
|
Email: munroe@winnefox.org
Oshkosh Public Library
|
Phone: (920)236-5219 x4814
Oshkosh, WI 54901-4985
|
Fax: (920)236-5227
_________________________________________________________________________

From JulieKidd at compuserve.com Fri Jul 2 19:52:36 1999
From: JulieKidd at compuserve.com (Julie Kidd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: DDC 929.5
Message-ID: <199907021852_MC2-7BB7-5948@compuserve.com>
"Erickson, Arthur" wrote:
> Does anyone else hate the DDC classification of cemetery records in
929.5?
>
> I think it is arbitrary. Why give one type of record its own number and
not
> others--Marriage bonds, will abstracts, census indexes, etc.?
>
> Opinions are welcome, on or off list.
>
> Arthur<
We're in a unique situation in that we are solely a genealogical library.
And we decided our number one priority was to make it easier for patrons to
find what they needed by browsing the shelves. So we have devised a
modified Dewey system. We have not totally worked out the kinks. . . but
we're implementing it, and it seems to be working. At least it was until we
found we had to move, and are.
Our number one rule on any classification is that it will first be
classified by it's geographical location, and thereunder by subject.
Another assumption we are making in classifying items which have no
geographical focus, is that it they all have to do with genealogy, so we
are skipping that aspect of their subject matter. Thus a book on using
photography in genealogy will be classified as if it were a photogrpahy
book. A book on publishing your family history will be classified in
publishing, and so on.
We are playing fast and loose with Mr. Dewey's system.
Julie
Genealogical Forum of Oregon
www.gfo.org
JulieKidd@compuserve.com
From gmorphew at juno.com Sat Jul 3 11:25:19 1999
From: gmorphew at juno.com (Gilbert P. Morphew)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: DDC 929.5
Message-ID: <19990703.103255.-11361.1.gmorphew@juno.com>
Our situation is similar to Julie Kidd's............

We are strictly a Genealogy Library. Our Cemetery Records, as well as
Marriages, Wills, Probate, Census, etc. are catalogued in the STATE they
refer to, sub-cataloged under a COUNTY if applicable (I'm not yelling,
just emphasizing).
We do a similar thing with Religion.......If it is "Methodism In
Georgia", we catalog in Georgia. If it is "The Methodist Movement" we
would catalog in Religion.
Peggy Morphew
Volunteer Director
West Valley Genealogy Society Library
___________________________________________________________________
Get the Internet just the way you want it.
Free software, free e-mail, and free Internet access for a month!
Try Juno Web: http://dl.www.juno.com/dynoget/tagj.
From RRoberts at cslib.org Tue Jul 6 09:25:22 1999
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: Position Announcement
Message-ID: <s781bd84.023@po.cslib.org>
REFERENCE LIBRARIAN
The Connecticut State Library is now accepting applications for a part-time (34
hours per week) reference services professional for its historical, genealogical
and archival collections. Holdings include: published genealogies and local
histories; Connecticut vital, land, and probate records; church and cemetery
records; Federal census schedules for Connecticut, 1790-1920; city directories; and
an extensive collection of Connecticut newspapers. The State Archives includes
court records; General Assembly papers; military records; tax abstracts;
manuscripts; account books and diaries; pictorial archives; and aerial photographs.
Duties: Performs general historical and genealogical information service: provides
bibliographic assistance, basic reference, and research guidance, using historical
and genealogical sources in all formats. Performs reference service: assists
patrons in identifying, requesting and utilizing archival materials, manuscripts,
special collections, and newspapers. Staffs the Archives/Secured Collections
Research Area as assigned. Develops specialized bibliographies and finding aids as
assigned; may assist in general collection management activities such as reading
book reviews and publishers' catalogs, recommending new purchases, and
participating in the ordering and deacquisitions processes. Performs related
duties as assigned.
Qualifications: A Master's Degree in Library Science or Information Science from a
library school accredited by the American Library Association. Background in
History, Genealogy or a related field, and/or undergraduate major or minor in
history preferred. Current knowledge of on-line/electronic searching and resources,
personal computers and applications (including the ability to utilize spread sheets
and databases) and familiarity with historical and genealogical reference and
bibliographic resource tools also preferred. Ability to deal effectively with a
wide variety of patrons desired. Experience in maintaining cooperative working
relationship desired. Salary: $19.97 per hour plus pro-rated fringe benefit
package.
Applications: A position description with full duties and complete qualifications
is available upon request or you may visit the CT State Library Website at

http:www.cslib.org. Please submit letter of application with resume no later than
July 21, 1999 to David Peck, Human Resources/Affirmative Action Program Manager,
Connecticut State Library, 231 Capitol Avenue, Hartford, CT 06106. Qualified
women, minorities, individuals with disabilities, and older persons are strongly
encouraged to apply.
EEO/AA Employer
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
Tel.: (860) 566-3690 or 566-3692
FAX: (860) 566-2133
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm

From cbickle at winslo.state.oh.us Tue Jul 6 11:03:33 1999
From: cbickle at winslo.state.oh.us (Craig Bickle -SLO)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:09 2003
Subject: DDC 929.5
In-Reply-To: <LYR6333-29197-1999.07.03-13.28.11-CBICKLE#WINSLO.STATE.OH.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.10.9907060937350.13091-100000@winslo.state.oh.us>
I suppose it's reassuring that our genealogy library is in line with
current practice at similar libraries by modifying the classification
scheme to facilitate browsing by geographical area. However, I've argued
with my colleagues that there are disadvantages to this creativity, the
foremost being a disservice to patrons who often miss the hidden gems in a
collection because they fail to use the catalog.
For instance, when a patron asks, "Don't you have any cemetery
books?" rather than just walking them over to 929.5, an excellent
opportunity to teach them to use the catalog presents itself. Of course, I
think it's extremely important for library users to understand and use the
catalog because that age-old library problem of only being able to assign
a single shelf position exists in ANY collection, genealogy or not. We
have numerous multi-county books in our Ohio collection that are
under-used because we can only place them with one county. A patron who
sits down at the catalog terminal and does a simple keyword or subject
search finds these hidden items. Those who solely browse often do not.
Our situation seems to be a bit different than most others because
we use LC rather than Dewey. LC seems to me to be a more logical scheme.
However, we don't plan to re-catalog the collection to conform strictly
with LC. We're simply trying to impress upon our users both in-house and
those with remote access to our catalog on the web that the catalog is a
very useful tool that's easy to use and essential to fully explore our
collection, or any other.
Craig Bickle
Genealogy Librarian
The State Library of Ohio
65 S. Front St.
Columbus, OH 43215

cbickle@winslo.state.oh.us
(614) 644-6966 (voice)
(614) 644-7004 (fax)

On Sat, 3 Jul 1999, Gilbert P. Morphew wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Our situation is similar to Julie Kidd's............
We are strictly a Genealogy Library. Our Cemetery Records, as well as
Marriages, Wills, Probate, Census, etc. are catalogued in the STATE they
refer to, sub-cataloged under a COUNTY if applicable (I'm not yelling,
just emphasizing).
We do a similar thing with Religion.......If it is "Methodism In
Georgia", we catalog in Georgia. If it is "The Methodist Movement" we
would catalog in Religion.
Peggy Morphew
Volunteer Director
West Valley Genealogy Society Library
___________________________________________________________________
Get the Internet just the way you want it.
Free software, free e-mail, and free Internet access for a month!
Try Juno Web: http://dl.www.juno.com/dynoget/tagj.
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: CBICKLE@WINSLO.STATE.OH.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Tue Jul 6 11:58:26 1999
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: [Fwd: Fw: [GA] 1890 United States Census ..destroyed by fire]
Message-ID: <37821992.1E1E7CCC@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
This message was sent to me and I thought it was well worth passing on.
Sandy
Genealogy Librarian
Steubenville, Ohio
-------------- next part -------------An embedded message was scrubbed...
From: "Joe & Flora" <verstraten@prodigy.net>
Subject: Fw: [GA] 1890 United States Census ..destroyed by fire
Date: Mon, 5 Jul 1999 18:01:25 -0400
Size: 6432
Url: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19990706/
c692af4f/attachment.eml
From MannAE at ldschurch.org Tue Jul 6 12:12:17 1999
From: MannAE at ldschurch.org (Alan Mann)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Family Search web vs. CD
Message-ID: <s781e496.035@ldschurch.org>
I enjoyed reading the discussion about the web vs. CD for FamilySearch. I concur
with the conclusion that the CD-ROM version still has some functionality that is
missing from the online version. We are not (yet) to the point that the online
version could completely replace with CDs without loss of some capabilities.
Most of what I read was accurate and to the point. I think some of the comments

were a bit harsh on the online service, and no one mentioned some of the things
that are available online that are not on the CD-ROM version. There were also a few
minor errors I would like to disagree with.
The data online and the data on the CD-ROMs are identical with the single exception
of the Family History Library Catalog. The online FHLC is more current than the
CDs, but the IGI and Ancestral File are exactly the same data--they differ in how
that data is presented, but the underlying data is the same (with LIVING data
suppressed online). One said that no marriage or parent search can be performed.
This is not true--both are available. She also said that a search cannot be limited
to a geographical region. This is also not true. In fact, the online version allows
more options in geographical searches in the IGI by using batch or film number.
In fact, using the "custom search" options, there are several new searches
available only on the online edition.
I have quickly thrown together a quick summary of the differences between the CD
and online versions, and placed them in several tables online. The address is
www.geocities.com/Heartland/Oaks/6266/comparefs.htm. What is there now is only a
first approximation, and will be revised as I find time to work on it. I put it up
so that others could review it and email me additions and corrections (there is an
email link on the page).
DISCLAIMER: It is difficult to accurately describe something that changes
frequently. Some of the points on my comparison may already have changed and others
will probably change sometime soon. This is only my own personal summary of the
differences that I have noticed, not anything developed by any official
organization.

Alan Mann
Supervisor, Automated Resource Center
Family History Library
Salt Lake City, UT

From pal-am.lib at juno.com Tue Jul 6 14:36:51 1999
From: pal-am.lib at juno.com (Ann M. Scott)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Modifying Dewey & Cataloging Software
Message-ID: <19990706.133652.4326.0.Pal-Am.Lib@juno.com>
The recent thread on modifying Dewey to accomodate browsers has prompted
me to ask for feedback from others who shelve their US
geographically-divided history sections alphabetically by state and
county, where applicable, over Dewey no. I inherited this alphabetical
system and although it is popular with browsers, it creates problems I
have been unable to solve to my satisfaction.
Our cataloging software is LIBRARY HELPER (aka LIBRARIAN'S HELPER) .
Currently we maintain only the computer-output printed card catalog, but
we hope to convert to the online catalog version soon. LIBRARY HELPER
does not allow enough room in the call number fields to spell out the
full name of each state and county. This is very basic DOS software--we
cannot even change the type size significantly. My predecessors rejected
using state and county abbreviations when they classified our colleciton
because the abbreviations most people are familiar with--either

traditional or postal--do not always follow the same alphabetical order
as those states spelled out. I suppose we could shelve the books in the
order of the postal abbreviations and let Maryland (MD) books come before
Maine (ME)--has anyone tried this? I guess this would still be easier for
browsers than shelving strictly by Dewey, eventhough many people do not
know all the postal abbreviations by heart. Creating new abbreviations
that the computer would sort in the same order as the full words--such
as NOC for North Carolina and NOD for North Carolina--does not seem an
option worth considering: it would only add more confusion.
Our library has previously addressed the problem by simply placing the
traditional Dewey no. on the catalog cards and posting signs (which I've
never seen anyone read) regarding the alphabetical order. Our staff also
informs new patrons, and we do place white labels with the state [and
county] spelled out above the Dewey call no. label on the spine of each
book that does not have this information prominently displayed in the
spine title. But these measures are inadequate for catalog
users--including our volunteers who solely man the library several hours
a week. An alert user can usually detect the state/co. from the title or
subject heading of the catalog record. However, if there is more than one
geographic heading, he may have to check every location in the tracings.
I have considered attaching tiny laser labels with the state and county
printed in 6-pt type to the cards above the Dewey no., but this would be
an expensive solution in terms of labor and labels, and would not be a
solution at all once we convert to an online catalog.
Actually, we currently have another alternative. We keep a holdings list
created on Excel from the bookkeeper's valuation inventory and sorted by
author and title in a binder on top of the card catalog. This holdings
list does have the states and counties spelled out in the call number
cell. However, full subject access is only available in the catalog. It
should not be necessary for our patrons to use both the catalog and the
holdings list to locate a book in our library.
The shelflist is also a problem. Because our catalog records contain only
the Dewey no., the computer is going to follow Dewey order for any
shelflist it creates. Because we have a card catalog, we currently can
keep a true shelflist, BUT it is very labor intensive to write, type or
put tiny laser labels with the states and counties spelled out on each
and every card as my predecessor recommended.
Sometimes I think we have reached a point where this system has become
too expensive to justify. And while it is fine to accomodate browsers to
a degree, shouldn't we also be encouraging our patrons to use the catalog
more and not less? Those who don't use the catalog miss some gems as
every cataloger knows. Once a collection grows beyond a few hundred
volumes, subject access is really desirable. And in a research library,
the more subject headings, the better.
Perhaps someone can recommend better software because more than anything
else, for us the problem above is one of software limitations. Has anyone
found good full-service catalog software without the limitations of
LIBRARY HELPER for under $1,000? We like the fact that LH follows AACR2
so closely, but it has other limitations problematic for a genealogical
library. For example, we would like to list numerous surname subject
headings for many of our family histories like the Cincinnati Public
Library does, but we're currently stuck with LH's built-in limit of ten
per record.

Also, if any of you are using LIBRARY HELPER'S online version, please
email me privately with your assessment of its performance and the
conversion experience. I would love to know how expensive the conversion
was apart from the cost of the software [programming costs, e.g.]. I
would also like to know if anyone has successfully dumped their LIBRARY
HELPER ONLINE catalog into a Web-site. I'd be happy to summarize replies
for the list if others are interested.
Thanks for any suggestions.
Ann Miller Scott
National Librarian [and Cataloger!]
Palatines to America
pal-am.lib@juno.com
NO ATTACHMENTS, PLEASE
___________________________________________________________________
Get the Internet just the way you want it.
Free software, free e-mail, and free Internet access for a month!
Try Juno Web: http://dl.www.juno.com/dynoget/tagj.
From vinson at harbornet.com Tue Jul 6 12:10:24 1999
From: vinson at harbornet.com (Janice Weihs)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Family Search web vs. CD
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.19990706111024.007c89a0@harbornet.com>
I enjoyed reading the discussion about the web vs. CD for FamilySearch. I
concur with the conclusion that the CD-ROM version still has some
functionality that is missing from the online version. We are not (yet) to
the point that the online version could completely replace with CDs without
loss of some capabilities.
Most of what I read was accurate and to the point. I think some of the
comments were a bit harsh on the online service, and no one mentioned some
of the things that are available online that are not on the CD-ROM version.
There were also a few minor errors I would like to disagree with.
The data online and the data on the CD-ROMs are identical with the single
exception of the Family History Library Catalog. The online FHLC is more
current than the CDs, but the IGI and Ancestral File are exactly the same
data--they differ in how that data is presented, but the underlying data is
the same (with LIVING data suppressed online). One said that no marriage or
parent search can be performed. This is not true--both are available. She
also said that a search cannot be limited to a geographical region. This is
also not true. In fact, the online version allows more options in
geographical searches in the IGI by using batch or film number.
In fact, using the "custom search" options, there are several new searches
available only on the online edition.
I have quickly thrown together a quick summary of the differences between
the CD and online versions, and placed them in several tables online. The
address is
http://www.geocities.com/Heartland/Oaks/6266/comparefs.htm.
What is there now is only a first approximation, and will be revised as I
find time to work on it. I put it up so that others could review it and

email me additions and corrections (there is an email link on the page).
DISCLAIMER: It is difficult to accurately describe something that changes
frequently. Some of the points on my comparison may already have changed
and others will probably change sometime soon. This is only my own personal
summary of the differences that I have noticed, not anything developed by
any official organization.

Alan Mann
Supervisor, Automated Resource Center
Family History Library
Salt Lake City, UT
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: VINSON@HARBORNET.COM
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From phall at indian-river.lib.fl.us Tue Jul 6 18:17:29 1999
From: phall at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Hall)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Family Search web vs. CD
References: <LYR30930-29326-1999.07.06-14.01.59--phall#indianriver.lib.fl.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <37827269.AED06C3E@indian-river.lib.fl.us>
Alan, thanks so much for this information. But, I do need
clarification. My IGI addendum is from 8/1997 and the Ancestral File is
1/1998. Does anyone else have anything later than that? If there is
nothing later, are you saying that information in the last 1-2 years are
not included on the internet? I thought the data was coming from the
same source as what you can access at the Salt Lake library? I am sure I
will get this question sooner or later. <grin>
I am also curious as to why we have not received the Scottish Old
Parochial Records on CD. Will public libraries eventually have access to
it?
Pam Hall
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: phall.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 310 bytes
Desc: Card for Pam Hall
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19990706/
e56cf5e1/phall.vcf
From MannAE at ldschurch.org Tue Jul 6 16:47:12 1999
From: MannAE at ldschurch.org (Alan Mann)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Family Search web vs. CD
Message-ID: <s782250c.030@ldschurch.org>

The IGI and Ancestral File Data on the Internet is the same as that available at
the Family History Library. The information at the Family History Library is taken
from the CD-ROMs and is therefore exactly the same data as is sent to the Family
History Centers and licensed libraries. It is true that sometimes the FHL has the
data a few days (weeks, or in one case months) before the outlying areas, that is
due only to logistics of distribution.
The Scottish OPR is not part of the license due to requirments of the Scottish
Record Office, with whose permission the OPR is produced.
Alan Mann

From iwalters at hpl.lib.tx.us Tue Jul 6 18:30:40 1999
From: iwalters at hpl.lib.tx.us (Irene Walters)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: French/France genealogy
Message-ID: <Pine.SOL.3.91.990706171053.911B-100000@sparc>
The October 1998 issue of Family Tree Magazine (ISSN: 0267-1131), Vol 14
No. 12, has book reviews of four titles about French genealogy research
that are written in english. This is an English magazine and the books
are written and published by an Englishman, so you have to get the books
from him. I got to see the books in January and they look like they
would be quite useful to anyone doing French research.
The books are by Patrick Pontet
31 Collingwood Walk
Andover
Hampshire SP10 1PU
UK
The books are:
Ancestral Research in France:The simple guide to tracing your
family through French records, 10 pounds plus 3.50 pounds airmail or 1.50
pounds surface mail
Ancestral Research in Paris: A guide to using the variable sources
in family history research, 6 pounds plus 2 pounds airmail or 1 pound
surface mail
Ancestral Research in France a-z of Genealogical References &
Sources, 5 pounds plus 2 pounds airmail or 1 pound surface mail
Address Book for French Genealogy, 3.50 pounds plus 1.30 airmail or
60 pence surface mail
by the way that is airmail for the rest of the world outside of Europe.
Irene B. Walters
Houston Public Library's
Clayton Library, Center for Genealogical Research
From CVance6432 at aol.com Tue Jul 6 22:40:13 1999
From: CVance6432 at aol.com (CVance6432@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Family Search web vs. CD
Message-ID: <ce372fab.24b409fd@aol.com>

The information on line is not the same as the data at our FHC, on either IGI
or Ancestral file.
From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Wed Jul 7 00:03:32 1999
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Family Search web vs. CD
References: <LYR6300-29319-1999.07.06-13.12.04-VCTINNEY#DCN.DAVIS.CA.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3782EDB4.73CBAC94@dcn.davis.ca.us>
Alan,
I note you are also one of the Contributing Editors
for ComputerCredible Magazine, a magazine that
represents the most current "state of the art".
At your web site: "GENEALOGY: a Fresh Start",
http://www.geocities.com/Heartland/6266/genstart.htm
mention is made concerning the Library of Congress.
I have two open ended questions:
Since the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
maintains the largest family history resource in the world
open to the public;
(1) a. Will the LDS Church be working in the future with
the Library of Congress, to create a modified coding schedule
more beneficial to the genealogical research patron, worldwide?
b. With the development and use of the Library of Congress
system, why did the SLC FH Center continue using the modified
Dewey Decimal System, instead of advancing to and modifying
one used for the higher levels of scholarship?
(2) Will the LDS Church ever modify its policies for the
acquisition of computer systems at local FH Centers?
By "Bringing Technology and Genealogy Together" in
the future, are plans currently being made to advance
outdated and limited resources at local FH Centers,
to reflect the ongoing available state of the art technology?
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/
Listed in: Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
[both editions]
--------------------------------------------------Alan Mann wrote:
> I enjoyed reading the discussion about the web vs. CD for FamilySearch. I concur
with the conclusion that the CD-ROM version still has some functionality that is
missing from the online version. We are not (yet) to the point that the online
version could completely replace with CDs without loss of some capabilities.
>
> Most of what I read was accurate and to the point. I think some of the comments
were a bit harsh on the online service, and no one mentioned some of the things
that are available online that are not on the CD-ROM version. There were also a few
minor errors I would like to disagree with.

>
> The data online and the data on the CD-ROMs are identical with the single
exception of the Family History Library Catalog. The online FHLC is more current
than the CDs, but the IGI and Ancestral File are exactly the same data--they differ
in how that data is presented, but the underlying data is the same (with LIVING
data suppressed online). One said that no marriage or parent search can be
performed. This is not true--both are available. She also said that a search cannot
be limited to a geographical region. This is also not true. In fact, the online
version allows more options in geographical searches in the IGI by using batch or
film number.
>
> In fact, using the "custom search" options, there are several new searches
available only on the online edition.
>
> I have quickly thrown together a quick summary of the differences between the CD
and online versions, and placed them in several tables online. The address is
www.geocities.com/Heartland/Oaks/6266/comparefs.htm. What is there now is only a
first approximation, and will be revised as I find time to work on it. I put it up
so that others could review it and email me additions and corrections (there is an
email link on the page).
>
> DISCLAIMER: It is difficult to accurately describe something that changes
frequently. Some of the points on my comparison may already have changed and others
will probably change sometime soon. This is only my own personal summary of the
differences that I have noticed, not anything developed by any official
organization.
>
> Alan Mann
> Supervisor, Automated Resource Center
> Family History Library
> Salt Lake City, UT
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: VCTINNEY@DCN.DAVIS.CA.US
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From egrundset at dar.org Wed Jul 7 09:25:12 1999
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Modifying Dewey & Cataloging Software
Message-ID: <mailman.29.1067011570.15983.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
The DAR Library has employed a term-classification system incorporating
the postal codes for the states for twenty years now. We arrange the
states in normal alphabetical order so Maine still comes before Maryland
despite the postal code difference. This has never been a problem
(although sometimes MD books get shelved in MO and vice versa because
people aren't paying attention!). People understand the concept once it
is explained to them, usually once. It has simply not been that big of a
deal because most people will automatically translate the abbreviation
into the state's name and know where it is. Besides, isn't it about time
they learned the correct postal abbreviations anyway? Ha! Our system is
explained in our book American Genealogical Research at the DAR (1997),
but we do not incorporate Dewey numbers like you do. While I'm not
recommending you change to our system, it does work well for us and the
incorporation of abbreviations is not a problem.

Good luck!
Eric
To ask a rhetorical question -- what is stopping you from changing your
system now to incorporate the postal abbreviations if that remains a
problem? Yes, I know retro changes are a big pain, but at least you
could start with new materials and work from there. It does sound like
you are at the point where expense and justification will require a big
alteration.
I can't address the software issue in terms of something under $1,000,
but when looking do be sure to ask the question, "Will our existing
records convert into the new software easily?" Give any company you are
planning to purchase software from samples of your computerized records
and ask them to convert them for you as a test. This could save you
hours and hours of reentering data.
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5392
202-879-3313
<egrundset@dar.org
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-----Original Message----From:
Ann M. Scott [SMTP:pal-am.lib@juno.com]
Sent:
Tuesday, July 06, 1999 1:37 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Modifying Dewey & Cataloging Software
The recent thread on modifying Dewey to accomodate browsers has
prompted
me to ask for feedback from others who shelve their US
geographically-divided history sections alphabetically by state and
county, where applicable, over Dewey no. I inherited this alphabetical
system and although it is popular with browsers, it creates problems I
have been unable to solve to my satisfaction.
Our cataloging software is LIBRARY HELPER (aka LIBRARIAN'S HELPER) .
Currently we maintain only the computer-output printed card catalog,
but
we hope to convert to the online catalog version soon. LIBRARY HELPER
does not allow enough room in the call number fields to spell out the
full name of each state and county. This is very basic DOS
software--we
cannot even change the type size significantly. My predecessors
rejected
using state and county abbreviations when they classified our
colleciton
because the abbreviations most people are familiar with--either
traditional or postal--do not always follow the same alphabetical
order
as those states spelled out. I suppose we could shelve the books in
the
order of the postal abbreviations and let Maryland (MD) books come
before
Maine (ME)--has anyone tried this? I guess this would still be easier
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for
browsers than shelving strictly by Dewey, eventhough many people do
not
know all the postal abbreviations by heart. Creating new abbreviations
that the computer would sort in the same order as the full
words--such
as NOC for North Carolina and NOD for North Carolina--does not seem an
option worth considering: it would only add more confusion.
Our library has previously addressed the problem by simply placing the
traditional Dewey no. on the catalog cards and posting signs (which
I've
never seen anyone read) regarding the alphabetical order. Our staff
also
informs new patrons, and we do place white labels with the state [and
county] spelled out above the Dewey call no. label on the spine of
each
book that does not have this information prominently displayed in the
spine title. But these measures are inadequate for catalog
users--including our volunteers who solely man the library several
hours
a week. An alert user can usually detect the state/co. from the title
or
subject heading of the catalog record. However, if there is more than
one
geographic heading, he may have to check every location in the
tracings.
I have considered attaching tiny laser labels with the state and
county
printed in 6-pt type to the cards above the Dewey no., but this would
be
an expensive solution in terms of labor and labels, and would not be a
solution at all once we convert to an online catalog.
Actually, we currently have another alternative. We keep a holdings
list
created on Excel from the bookkeeper's valuation inventory and sorted
by
author and title in a binder on top of the card catalog. This holdings
list does have the states and counties spelled out in the call number
cell. However, full subject access is only available in the catalog.
It
should not be necessary for our patrons to use both the catalog and
the
holdings list to locate a book in our library.
The shelflist is also a problem. Because our catalog records contain
only
the Dewey no., the computer is going to follow Dewey order for any
shelflist it creates. Because we have a card catalog, we currently can
keep a true shelflist, BUT it is very labor intensive to write, type
or
put tiny laser labels with the states and counties spelled out on
each
and every card as my predecessor recommended.
Sometimes I think we have reached a point where this system has become
too expensive to justify. And while it is fine to accomodate browsers
to
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a degree, shouldn't we also be encouraging our patrons to use the
catalog
more and not less? Those who don't use the catalog miss some gems as
every cataloger knows. Once a collection grows beyond a few hundred
volumes, subject access is really desirable. And in a research
library,
the more subject headings, the better.
Perhaps someone can recommend better software because more than
anything
else, for us the problem above is one of software limitations. Has
anyone
found good full-service catalog software without the limitations of
LIBRARY HELPER for under $1,000? We like the fact that LH follows
AACR2
so closely, but it has other limitations problematic for a
genealogical
library. For example, we would like to list numerous surname subject
headings for many of our family histories like the Cincinnati Public
Library does, but we're currently stuck with LH's built-in limit of
ten
per record.
Also, if any of you are using LIBRARY HELPER'S online version, please
email me privately with your assessment of its performance and the
conversion experience. I would love to know how expensive the
conversion
was apart from the cost of the software [programming costs, e.g.]. I
would also like to know if anyone has successfully dumped their
LIBRARY
HELPER ONLINE catalog into a Web-site. I'd be happy to summarize
replies
for the list if others are interested.
Thanks for any suggestions.
Ann Miller Scott
National Librarian [and Cataloger!]
Palatines to America
pal-am.lib@juno.com
NO ATTACHMENTS, PLEASE
___________________________________________________________________
Get the Internet just the way you want it.
Free software, free e-mail, and free Internet access for a month!
Try Juno Web: http://dl.www.juno.com/dynoget/tagj.
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: EGRUNDSET@DAR.ORG
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Wed Jul 7 09:40:36 1999
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Family Search web vs. CD
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-29392-1999.07.07-02.06.36-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>

Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.990707083608.16699D-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
On Tue, 6 Jul 1999, Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr. wrote:
> (1) a. Will the LDS Church be working in the future with
> the Library of Congress, to create a modified coding schedule
> more beneficial to the genealogical research patron, worldwide?
Please forgive the devil's advocate position, but why should the Library
of Congress create or modify its classification scheme on behalf of the
largest genealogy library in the world? It has not done so for the
largest art library in the world, the largest automotive library in the
world, the largest agriculture library in the world, and so on.
-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=Cynthia Van Ness, M.L.S.
|
Webmaster, Buffalo NY USA genealogy page:
af482@freenet.buffalo.edu |
http://freenet.buffalo.edu/~roots
"Well-behaved women rarely make history."
- Laurel T. Ulrich

From jswan at ckls.org Wed Jul 7 09:23:52 1999
From: jswan at ckls.org (Jim Swan)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Modifying Dewey & Cataloging Software
Message-ID: <v03110700b3a90391ba64@[207.50.185.45]>
<LYR6181-29396-1999.07.07-08.29.35--JSWAN#CKLS.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
I want to congratulate Eric Grundset and the DAR library for having the
most user-friendly shelving scheme of any genealogical research library I
have ever been in. I spent a day there a year ago and it only took one
trip to the open stacks to figure out how they classified their materials.
They get an A+ for thinking like the public would think. Their system is
well worth emulating.
JIM SWAN

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Wed Jul 7 07:35:34 1999
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Family Search web vs. CD
References: <LYR6300-29399-1999.07.07-08.40.42-VCTINNEY#DCN.DAVIS.CA.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <378357A6.22CE09C8@dcn.davis.ca.us>
To answer in a friendly and positive manner,
" the devil's advocate position",
I note at: The Genealogy Page
http://www.nara.gov/genealogy/
mention is made that:
"Genealogists are the most numerous users of the
Washington, DC, research rooms, and 13 regional
records service facilities of the National Archives

and Records Administration (NARA)."
Therefore, by the very increase in use, NARA has
already provided "many of the finding aids, guides,
and research tools that can prepare you for a visit
to one of our facilities or for requesting records
from NARA."
In like manner, the vast increase of interest in genealogy
on the Internet suggests the eventual increase of patron use
at local, regional and national libraries.
It should be
self-evident to the Library of Congress, from the point
of its own self-interest in preserving the Heritage of the
America, to accommodate and more fully assist,
[as in the case of the NARA], genealogists
and family historians.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/
Listed in: Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
[both editions]
---------------------------------------------------"Cynthia M. Van Ness" wrote:
>
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On Tue, 6 Jul 1999, Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr. wrote:
> (1) a. Will the LDS Church be working in the future with
> the Library of Congress, to create a modified coding schedule
> more beneficial to the genealogical research patron, worldwide?
Please forgive the devil's advocate position, but why should the Library
of Congress create or modify its classification scheme on behalf of the
largest genealogy library in the world? It has not done so for the
largest art library in the world, the largest automotive library in the
world, the largest agriculture library in the world, and so on.
-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=Cynthia Van Ness, M.L.S.
| Webmaster, Buffalo NY USA genealogy page:
af482@freenet.buffalo.edu |
http://freenet.buffalo.edu/~roots
"Well-behaved women rarely make history."
- Laurel T. Ulrich
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: VCTINNEY@DCN.DAVIS.CA.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From egrundset at dar.org Wed Jul 7 12:03:26 1999
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Modifying Dewey & Cataloging Software
Message-ID: <mailman.30.1067011570.15983.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Well, thanks, but we are using a system set up before I worked here.
We've just tweaked and fine-tuned it over the years. It is a flexible
approach to book arrangement. Come back again!

Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5392
202-879-3313
<egrundset@dar.org
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-----Original Message----From:
Jim Swan [SMTP:jswan@ckls.org]
Sent:
Wednesday, July 07, 1999 9:24 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] RE: Modifying Dewey & Cataloging Software
I want to congratulate Eric Grundset and the DAR library for having
the
most user-friendly shelving scheme of any genealogical research
library I
have ever been in. I spent a day there a year ago and it only took
one
trip to the open stacks to figure out how they classified their
materials.
They get an A+ for thinking like the public would think. Their
system is
well worth emulating.
JIM SWAN

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: EGRUNDSET@DAR.ORG
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us Wed Jul 7 12:20:35 1999
From: CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us (Charles Hagler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Family Search web vs. CD
Message-ID: <s7833814.050@gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us>
I think you are talking about apples and oranges here. The Library
of Congress mission is not the same as the National Archives and Records
Administration mission. The primary client of the Library is Congress.
Charles Hagler
Librarian
Library of Michigan
717 West Allegan Street
P.O. Box 30007
Lansing, MI 48909-7507
Telephone: (517) 373-1366

Fax: (517) 373-5853
chhagler@libofmich.lib.mi.us

>>> "Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr." <vctinney@dcn.davis.ca.us> 07/07/99
09:35AM >>>
To answer in a friendly and positive manner,
" the devil's advocate position",
I note at: The Genealogy Page
http://www.nara.gov/genealogy/
mention is made that:
"Genealogists are the most numerous users of the
Washington, DC, research rooms, and 13 regional
records service facilities of the National Archives
and Records Administration (NARA)."
Therefore, by the very increase in use, NARA has
already provided "many of the finding aids, guides,
and research tools that can prepare you for a visit
to one of our facilities or for requesting records
from NARA."
In like manner, the vast increase of interest in genealogy
on the Internet suggests the eventual increase of patron use
at local, regional and national libraries.
It should be
self-evident to the Library of Congress, from the point
of its own self-interest in preserving the Heritage of the
America, to accommodate and more fully assist,
[as in the case of the NARA], genealogists
and family historians.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/
Listed in: Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
[both editions]
---------------------------------------------------"Cynthia M. Van Ness" wrote:
> On Tue, 6 Jul 1999, Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr. wrote:
>
> > (1) a. Will the LDS Church be working in the future with
> > the Library of Congress, to create a modified coding schedule
> > more beneficial to the genealogical research patron, worldwide?
>
> Please forgive the devil's advocate position, but why should the
Library
> of Congress create or modify its classification scheme on behalf of
the
> largest genealogy library in the world? It has not done so for the
> largest art library in the world, the largest automotive library in
the
> world, the largest agriculture library in the world, and so on.
>
>

-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=> Cynthia Van Ness, M.L.S.
| Webmaster, Buffalo NY USA genealogy
page:
>
af482@freenet.buffalo.edu |
http://freenet.buffalo.edu/~roots
> "Well-behaved women rarely make history."
- Laurel T.
Ulrich
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: VCTINNEY@DCN.DAVIS.CA.US
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as:
CHHAGLER@LIBOFMICH.LIB.MI.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Wed Jul 7 12:50:16 1999
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Family Search web vs. CD
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-29410-1999.07.07-09.38.44-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.990707113009.24289A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
On Wed, 7 Jul 1999, Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr. wrote:
>
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>

To answer in a friendly and positive manner,
" the devil's advocate position",
I note at: The Genealogy Page
http://www.nara.gov/genealogy/
mention is made that:
"Genealogists are the most numerous users of the
Washington, DC, research rooms, and 13 regional
records service facilities of the National Archives
and Records Administration (NARA)."
Therefore, by the very increase in use, NARA has
already provided "many of the finding aids, guides,
and research tools that can prepare you for a visit
to one of our facilities or for requesting records
from NARA."

To reply in an equally friendly and positive manner, it's wonderful that
ordinary people are making use of the vast resources at NARA. However,
does NARA use the LC system to classify its holdings? Judging by the
"Guide to Federal Records in the National Archives of the United States,"
(GPO, 1995) it does not. Therefore, NARA's user demographic has no
bearing on how the LC classification scheme should be arranged.
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In like manner, the vast increase of interest in genealogy
on the Internet suggests the eventual increase of patron use
at local, regional and national libraries.
It should be
self-evident to the Library of Congress, from the point
of its own self-interest in preserving the Heritage of the
America, to accommodate and more fully assist,
[as in the case of the NARA], genealogists
and family historians.

Since genealogists are but part, and not the majority, of LC's user
population, I submit that the LC classification scheme no more needs to be
rearranged to suit them than it does to suit any other special population
(LC's foremost purpose is, remember, to serve Congress). LC, as I
suggested, has to accomodate all manner of researchers into technology,
culture, history, sciences, architecture, geography, music, dance,
commerce--what have I left out?
My point is that the LC scheme tries to encompass all kinds of human
knowledge. It will, of course, succeed better in some areas than in
others, and any specialist librarian can tell you where it fails in their
particular subject speciality. To change the whole scheme to suit the
needs of but one kind of researcher would be to wreak havoc on every
library, genealogical or not, that uses LC.
-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=Cynthia Van Ness, M.L.S.
|
Webmaster, Buffalo NY USA genealogy page:
af482@freenet.buffalo.edu |
http://freenet.buffalo.edu/~roots
"Well-behaved women rarely make history."
- Laurel T. Ulrich

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Wed Jul 7 10:46:53 1999
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Family Search web vs. CD
References: <LYR6300-29427-1999.07.07-11.21.44-VCTINNEY#DCN.DAVIS.CA.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3783847C.83058DF5@dcn.davis.ca.us>
The primary client of the Library is Congress, as you so state.
Congress is a political body subject to the will of the people.
As the people's interests expand, the Library will respond
to the Congressional joint will.
I was not mixing oranges and apples. I was using the NARA
as an example. I did NOT state the NARA used the LC system
to classify its holdings.
System usage is or should be part of the Library classification process,
in accommodating all manner of researchers.
-------------------------------------Charles Hagler wrote:
>
I think you are talking about apples and oranges here. The Library
> of Congress mission is not the same as the National Archives and Records
> Administration mission. The primary client of the Library is Congress.
>
> Charles Hagler
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Librarian
Library of Michigan
717 West Allegan Street
P.O. Box 30007
Lansing, MI 48909-7507
Telephone: (517) 373-1366
Fax: (517) 373-5853
chhagler@libofmich.lib.mi.us
>>> "Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr." <vctinney@dcn.davis.ca.us> 07/07/99
09:35AM >>>
To answer in a friendly and positive manner,
" the devil's advocate position",
I note at: The Genealogy Page
http://www.nara.gov/genealogy/
mention is made that:
"Genealogists are the most numerous users of the
Washington, DC, research rooms, and 13 regional
records service facilities of the National Archives
and Records Administration (NARA)."
Therefore, by the very increase in use, NARA has
already provided "many of the finding aids, guides,
and research tools that can prepare you for a visit
to one of our facilities or for requesting records
from NARA."
In like manner, the vast increase of interest in genealogy
on the Internet suggests the eventual increase of patron use
at local, regional and national libraries.
It should be
self-evident to the Library of Congress, from the point
of its own self-interest in preserving the Heritage of the
America, to accommodate and more fully assist,
[as in the case of the NARA], genealogists
and family historians.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/
Listed in: Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
[both editions]
---------------------------------------------------"Cynthia M. Van Ness" wrote:
> On Tue, 6 Jul 1999, Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr. wrote:
>
> > (1) a. Will the LDS Church be working in the future with
> > the Library of Congress, to create a modified coding schedule
> > more beneficial to the genealogical research patron, worldwide?
>
> Please forgive the devil's advocate position, but why should the
Library
> of Congress create or modify its classification scheme on behalf of
the
> largest genealogy library in the world? It has not done so for the
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> largest art library in the world, the largest automotive library in
the
> world, the largest agriculture library in the world, and so on.
>
>
-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=> Cynthia Van Ness, M.L.S.
| Webmaster, Buffalo NY USA genealogy
page:
>
af482@freenet.buffalo.edu |
http://freenet.buffalo.edu/~roots
> "Well-behaved women rarely make history."
- Laurel T.
Ulrich
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: VCTINNEY@DCN.DAVIS.CA.US
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as:
CHHAGLER@LIBOFMICH.LIB.MI.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: VCTINNEY@DCN.DAVIS.CA.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us Wed Jul 7 15:47:32 1999
From: mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us (Mary Mannix)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Md. Hist. Soc. Online Catalog (fwd)
Message-ID: <Pine.SV4.3.91.990707144626.14872B-100000@mail.pratt.lib.md.us>
[I thought this might be of interest to some. Forwarded with
permission of the author, it originally appeared on Marylib, the
Maryland libraries list. Mary Mannix]
*************************
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Library
Library Director
Frederick County Public Libraries
Howard County Historical Society
Frederick, MD
Ellicott City, MD
---------- Forwarded message ---------Date: Tue, 06 Jul 1999 12:31:03 -0400
From: David Delorenzo <ddelorenzo@mdhs.org>
To: marylib@list.umaryland.edu
Subject: Md. Hist. Soc. Online Catalog
Colleagues-I am pleased to announce that the retrospective conversion of the
Maryland Historical Society Library's book and manuscript card catalog is now
complete.

This information is currently available via our new online public
access catalog at:
http://www.mdhs.org/library
David
-++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
David de Lorenzo
201 West Monument Street
Library Director
Baltimore, MD 21201-4674
Maryland Historical Society
(410) 685-3750 Ext. 309
Library of Maryland History
FAX: (410) 385-2105
http://www.mdhs.org

From Michael_S_Kluskens at csgi.com Wed Jul 7 15:53:32 1999
From: Michael_S_Kluskens at csgi.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Serving the public
Message-ID: <v04210100b3a9478f0060@[207.226.188.25]>
<LYR9729-29427-1999.07.07-11.21.44--Michael_S_Kluskens#csgi.com@lists.acom
p.usf.edu>
<LYR9729-29427-1999.07.07-11.21.44--Michael_S_Kluskens#csgi.com@lists.acom
p.usf.edu>
Actually, for the record, NARA has at least two major constituencies:
(1) federal agencies and (2) the public. The public can be broken
down into at least two major categories: (1) genealogists and (2)
other (scholars, persons seeking to protect their legal rights [such
as Indian tribes, veterans, litigators of various kinds], authors,
and others).
Our records are arranged by federal agency or major part thereof (the
record group concept). While we have placed our microfilm catalogs
and some other finding aids online, NARA has a long way to go before
it can truly be said that a researcher can fully prepare online
prior to a visit. Only a tiny fraction of the records in our custody
have been microfilmed (1000th of 1 percent? or probably even less
than that).
We have many, many in-print, out-of-print, or never-published finding
aids (inventories, preliminary inventories, lists, miscellaneous)
that describe records (that have not been microfilmed) at the series
level that are accessible only on-site (or by paying to have the
finding aid copied and mailed). Eventually (but NOT any time soon),
series level descriptions will be incorporated into NAIL's successor
(NAIL being the current online database).
However, the average, casual genealogical researcher at NARA rarely
reaches beyond the obvious items (census, military service & pension,
immigration, naturalization)--and may not have had ancestors with
additional links to the federal government, anyway--so the lack of
online finding aids to the whole thing may not be a big deal. On the
other hand, we do have lots of cool "good stuff" that's useable to

somebody, somewhere, if they only knew we had it.
In contrast, of course, libraries' catalogs have item level
description (each book, etc.) so that as long as the researcher
wisely and imaginatively uses the catalog, the researcher can, at
least in theory, find "everything." (OK, someone will argue this
isn't true. Conceded.)
**Opinions expressed are my own and do not represent the position or
policies, if any, of NARA.**
Claire Prechtel-Kluskens
Archivist/Genealogy Specialist
National Archives and Records Administration
Washington, DC 20408
claire.kluskens@arch1.nara.gov
At 11:20 AM -0400 7/7/99, Charles Hagler wrote:
>
I think you are talking about apples and oranges here. The Library
>of Congress mission is not the same as the National Archives and Records
>Administration mission. The primary client of the Library is Congress.
>
>Charles Hagler
>Librarian
>Library of Michigan
>
>
>>>> "Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr." <vctinney@dcn.davis.ca.us> 07/07/99
>09:35AM >>>
>To answer in a friendly and positive manner,
>" the devil's advocate position",
>I note at: The Genealogy Page
>http://www.nara.gov/genealogy/
>mention is made that:
>
>"Genealogists are the most numerous users of the
>Washington, DC, research rooms, and 13 regional
>records service facilities of the National Archives
>and Records Administration (NARA)."
>
>Therefore, by the very increase in use, NARA has
>already provided "many of the finding aids, guides,
>and research tools that can prepare you for a visit
>to one of our facilities or for requesting records
>from NARA."
>
>Tom Tinney, Sr.
>http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/
>Listed in: Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
>
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
>
[both editions]
From cyndihow at oz.net Wed Jul 7 17:21:15 1999
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Serving the public
In-Reply-To: <LYR31986-29456-1999.07.07-14.51.05--cyndihow#oz.net@lists.
acomp.usf.edu>

Message-ID: <4.2.0.58.19990707161813.00ee6850@mail.oz.net>
>The public can be broken down into at least two major
>categories: (1) genealogists and (2) other
This one sentence from Claire's post really stood out. Isn't this
the reality of life everywhere, for everyone? Or am I just really
addicted to my life's calling?
<chuckling, with a wee bit of
snorting and hooting too>
Cyndi
P.S. I just couldn't resist.

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Wed Jul 7 22:51:05 1999
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Serving the public
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-29475-1999.07.07-19.24.16-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.990707214925.18981A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
On Wed, 7 Jul 1999, Cyndi Howells wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>The public can be broken down into at least two major
>categories: (1) genealogists and (2) other
This one sentence from Claire's post really stood out. Isn't this
the reality of life everywhere, for everyone? Or am I just really
addicted to my life's calling?
<chuckling, with a wee bit of
snorting and hooting too>

In the same vein, it can be said that there are two kinds of people in the
world: those who sort people into two categories and those who do not.
<tongue planted firmly in cheek>
-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=Cynthia Van Ness, M.L.S.
|
Webmaster, Buffalo NY USA genealogy page:
af482@freenet.buffalo.edu |
http://freenet.buffalo.edu/~roots
"Well-behaved women rarely make history."
- Laurel T. Ulrich

From icr at waterford.lib.mi.us Thu Jul 8 10:46:53 1999
From: icr at waterford.lib.mi.us (Irvin C. Rabideau)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: 1910 Miracode for Michigan
Message-ID: <Pine.LNX.4.05.9907080936300.10549-100000@tln.lib.mi.us>
Hi all,
I've been having trouble interpreting the 1910 Michigan Miracode. Unlike
the 1880, 1900, 1920 soundexes which label the locations for the census

record with vol., e.d., page, line, the 1910 Miracode gives three
unlabeled numbers on the top line to the far right of the card. The first
number appears to be the census volume number. The second number appears
to be the e.d. number. Am I correct about these two? The meaning of the
third number escapes me. I've thought of using it as a page number, but
the numbers are far to large. I also tried using it as a cummulative line
number, eg. 0197 on page 2, line 97, but this did not work. Any ideas?
Irv
**************************************************************************
**************************************************************************
**
**
**
** Irvin C. Rabideau
** Voice: 248-674-4831 ext. 112
**
** Reference Librarian
** E-Mail: icr@waterford.lib.mi.us **
** Waterford Twp. Public Library
** Fax: 248-674-1910
**
** 5168 Civic Center Drive
**
**
** Waterford, Michigan 48329-3713 **
**
**
**
**
**************************************************************************
**************************************************************************

From ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us Thu Jul 8 10:24:45 1999
From: ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us (Anita Doering)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Serving the Public
Message-ID: <3784B4AD.94EB3583@lacrosse.lib.wi.us>
I think the classification system is more important when you have a
browsing public. I would imagine that many of our special collections
are retrieved only by staff (Library of Congress for example), which
doesn't help the browsibility (is that a word??) aspect. Many of our
local history materials are retrieved by staff, whereas the general
genealogical books and microforms are not (on open shelves though in a
supervised environment). The staff is more familiar with the
classification scheme regardless of what it is and is knowledgeable
about the quirks.
Archival collections, as Claire mentioned, really don't see a need to
classify collections. Generally these are just assigned sequential
numbering because there isn't any browsing of the stacks.
Anita Taylor Doering
Archivist
La Crosse Public Library
La Crosse, WI

From cbickle at winslo.state.oh.us Thu Jul 8 11:29:41 1999
From: cbickle at winslo.state.oh.us (Craig Bickle -SLO)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Serving the public
In-Reply-To: <LYR6333-29456-1999.07.07-14.51.05--

CBICKLE#WINSLO.STATE.OH.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.10.9907081002001.24854-100000@winslo.state.oh.us>
Since the catalog, classification schemes, and service to the
public has been such a heated and interesting discussion here, I feel
compelled (okay, just excused) to jump in with yet another recommendation
of my favorite book on the subject, LIBRARY RESEARCH MODELS by Thomas
Mann. It made a splash in the library world about five years ago, so maybe
you've heard about it or even read it.
Mann is a librarian at the LoC. He takes the reader step by step
through the process of using the LC classification system and along the
way points out the philosophy behind the scheme. His book convinced me
that LC is just fine the way it is, and the tweaking that we librarians do
to accommodate "the way the public thinks" actually obscures parts of the
collection. I would argue that a knowledgeable researcher CAN find
"everything" in a correctly cataloged collection. The problem of course is
that few of our users truly understand the catalog, and all of several
libraries I've worked in have many errors in the catalog. Still, I would
argue that the solution is to TRAIN users (catalogs are remarkably easy
to use, actually) and FIX the mistakes. After all, this is what librarians
have always done, isn't it?
Well, read Mann's book and see if you don't agree. I promise it's
fascinating. And my favorite part of the book: NO internet stuff.
Actually, by default, this book provides insight into why the web obscures
so much of what's online.
Now, about your soul . . .
Craig Bickle
Genealogy Librarian
The State Library of Ohio
65 S. Front St.
Columbus, OH 43215

cbickle@winslo.state.oh.us
(614) 644-6966 (voice)
(614) 644-7004 (fax)

On Wed, 7 Jul 1999, Claire Kluskens wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

In contrast, of course, libraries' catalogs have item level
description (each book, etc.) so that as long as the researcher
wisely and imaginatively uses the catalog, the researcher can, at
least in theory, find "everything." (OK, someone will argue this
isn't true. Conceded.)
**Opinions expressed are my own and do not represent the position or
policies, if any, of NARA.**
Claire Prechtel-Kluskens
Archivist/Genealogy Specialist
National Archives and Records Administration
Washington, DC 20408
claire.kluskens@arch1.nara.gov

From dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu Thu Jul 8 11:31:26 1999
From: dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003

Subject: 1910 Miracode for Michigan
In-Reply-To: <LYR6144-29518-1999.07.08-09.50.51-dsmith#luna.cas.usf.edu@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.02.9907081029450.28729-100000@luna.cas.usf.edu>
On Thu, 8 Jul 1999, Irvin C. Rabideau wrote:
> I've been having trouble interpreting the 1910 Michigan Miracode. Unlike
> the 1880, 1900, 1920 soundexes which label the locations for the census
> record with vol., e.d., page, line, the 1910 Miracode gives three
> unlabeled numbers on the top line to the far right of the card. The first
> number appears to be the census volume number. The second number appears
> to be the e.d. number. Am I correct about these two? The meaning of the
> third number escapes me. I've thought of using it as a page number, but
> the numbers are far to large. I also tried using it as a cummulative line
> number, eg. 0197 on page 2, line 97, but this did not work. Any ideas?
You are correct that the first is volume number and that the second is
e.d. The third is "family number".
For an illustration of this, see
http://www.genrecords.com/library/miracode.htm
Drew Smith
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849

From RPOLLITT at cml.lib.oh.us Thu Jul 8 16:51:25 1999
From: RPOLLITT at cml.lib.oh.us (Russ Pollitt)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: 1910 Miracode for Michigan
Message-ID: <s784c921.048@cml.lib.oh.us>
Mr. Rabideau,
I'm responding to your query about the 1910 Soundex/Miracode. You are correct
about the first 2 numbers listed. The first is a volume number (which is pretty
much useless), and the second is the enumeration district number.
The third number is the family visitation number. This will be in the column just
to the left of the name of the head of household listed. So once you have found
the enumeration district, scan the left margin of the page and look for the
visitation number.
Note also to be aware that there is a household number which is just to the left of
the family visitation number be sure to not use the household number column.
Hope this helps.
Russ Pollitt
>>> "Irvin C. Rabideau" <icr@waterford.lib.mi.us> 07/08 9:46 AM >>>
Hi all,
I've been having trouble interpreting the 1910 Michigan Miracode. Unlike
the 1880, 1900, 1920 soundexes which label the locations for the census
record with vol., e.d., page, line, the 1910 Miracode gives three
unlabeled numbers on the top line to the far right of the card. The first

number appears to be the census volume number. The second number appears
to be the e.d. number. Am I correct about these two? The meaning of the
third number escapes me. I've thought of using it as a page number, but
the numbers are far to large. I also tried using it as a cummulative line
number, eg. 0197 on page 2, line 97, but this did not work. Any ideas?
Irv
**************************************************************************
**************************************************************************
**
**
**
** Irvin C. Rabideau
** Voice: 248-674-4831 ext. 112
**
** Reference Librarian
** E-Mail: icr@waterford.lib.mi.us **
** Waterford Twp. Public Library
** Fax: 248-674-1910
**
** 5168 Civic Center Drive
**
**
** Waterford, Michigan 48329-3713 **
**
**
**
**
**************************************************************************
**************************************************************************
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: RPOLLITT@cml.lib.oh.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-7722P@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us Thu Jul 8 17:07:40 1999
From: CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us (Charles Hagler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: 1910 Miracode for Michigan
Message-ID: <s784ccda.032@gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us>
I would like to point out that the volume number can be useful
in locating people on the census. They are in consecutive order so if
you can not quite read the ED number on the Soundex card but the volume
number is clear, then the volume number provide a clue as to which reel
this ED is located. It also pinpoints the county if the county name is
unreadable.

Charles Hagler
Librarian
Library of Michigan
717 West Allegan Street
P.O. Box 30007
Lansing, MI 48909-7507
Telephone: (517) 373-1366
Fax: (517) 373-5853
chhagler@libofmich.lib.mi.us

From Dfrazee at ci.escondido.ca.us Thu Jul 8 16:00:31 1999
From: Dfrazee at ci.escondido.ca.us (David Frazee)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Serving the public
Message-ID: <s784bd3b.047@ci.escondido.ca.us>
Hey All,
What's hard for me to believe is all the talk about how to make DDC either more
inclusive or more precise.
My library's cataloger and I disagree (I was a cataloger myself in a former life)
and she almost NEVER extends a class number beyond the second number decimal. So,
since she won't add digits, the compromise is that I get to select the number used.
You know how she proves herself right almost every day? A patron comes in with a
slip of paper with "929" on it, no title, no cutter, no decimal extension,... Even
my browsable books frequently need to be retrieved by staff members. Isn't that
the case with everyone?
I really enjoy it, though. I can easily find the one person in the library who
even I can impress just by the look of confusion on their face.
David Frazee
Escondido Public Library

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Sat Jul 10 12:44:57 1999
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: Book trade
Message-ID: <37876A79.F4E95AFD@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
At the risk of upsetting a few people, I am here again listing a few
books I wish to trade. I have 5 genealogy books on Missouri that I would
like to find a more appropriate home for. For more details, please
contact me. Some are very early records! I would be willing to trade for
any gen. books on OH, WV or PA or genealogy books in general.
Sandy

From MJSTEVENS at camden.lib.nj.us Sat Jul 10 16:34:18 1999
From: MJSTEVENS at camden.lib.nj.us (MJSTEVENS@camden.lib.nj.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: John Smith Society
Message-ID: <990710153418.2b455@camden.lib.nj.us>
Does anyone have a current address for a John Smith Society (or possibly called
the Smith Society), for descendants of this early settler? Our patron's mother
belonged to it 30 years ago, but we have checked various paper and internet
sources with no success. The one John Smith biography we possess here makes no
mention of his even having a wife or children. Thank you. Mary Jane Stevens
From landisla at oplin.lib.oh.us Mon Jul 12 18:09:19 1999
From: landisla at oplin.lib.oh.us (Lauren Landis)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: genealib digest: July 08, 1999

References: <LYR6330-29616-1999.07.09-00.00.35-LANDISLA#OPLIN.LIB.OH.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <378A597F.A4BD9973@oplin.lib.oh.us>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I've been having trouble interpreting the 1910 Michigan Miracode. Unlike
the 1880, 1900, 1920 soundexes which label the locations for the census
record with vol., e.d., page, line, the 1910 Miracode gives three
unlabeled numbers on the top line to the far right of the card. The first
number appears to be the census volume number. The second number appears
to be the e.d. number. Am I correct about these two? The meaning of the
third number escapes me. I've thought of using it as a page number, but
the numbers are far to large. I also tried using it as a cummulative line
number, eg. 0197 on page 2, line 97, but this did not work. Any ideas?
*****************************************************************

Irv,
Someone has probably already told you this, but just in case....the first number is
indeed the
volume number. The second number is the E.D. number. The third number is the
family number. On the census itself there are three or four columns of numbers to
the left of the
people's names. The family number is the number immediately to the left of the
names. I hope this helps.
Lauren K. Landis
Genealogy Divison Mgr.
Stark County District Libary
Canton, OH

From icr at waterford.lib.mi.us Tue Jul 13 10:46:28 1999
From: icr at waterford.lib.mi.us (Irvin C. Rabideau)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:10 2003
Subject: 1910 Michigan Soundex
Message-ID: <Pine.LNX.4.05.9907130944260.13086-100000@tln.lib.mi.us>
Hi Everyone,
Thanks to all of you who responded to my cry for help.
the "extra" bits of information you sent.

I appreciated all

Irv
**************************************************************************
**************************************************************************
**
**
**
** Irvin C. Rabideau
** Voice: 248-674-4831 ext. 112
**
** Reference Librarian
** E-Mail: icr@waterford.lib.mi.us **
** Waterford Twp. Public Library
** Fax: 248-674-1910
**
** 5168 Civic Center Drive
**
**
** Waterford, Michigan 48329-3713 **
**
**
**
**
**************************************************************************
**************************************************************************

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Tue Jul 13 10:17:44 1999
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Free to a good home
Message-ID: <378B3C78.13785D29@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi!
I have a publication that needs a new home. "Ohio Archaelogist"
1981-1987. They are in good condition; we just do not have need of them
at this time.
Sandy
Steubenville, Ohio Library

From KGFrontier at aol.com Tue Jul 13 11:59:39 1999
From: KGFrontier at aol.com (KGFrontier@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Fwd: I Want Every Book You Sell !!!
Message-ID: <834ea040.24bcae5b@aol.com>
I have received the following somewhat alarming e-mail proposal, and felt
that this list contains a great many people who would find this interesting
and/or need to know about this fellow's plans. I have written back to him
explaining copyright law, but it might be useful for him to hear it from more
than one person.
Karen Green
Frontier Press
In a message dated 99-07-07 23:23:01 EDT, cottrellj@iolok.com writes:
> Hello my name is Justin L. Cottrell, like most Mid-West genealogists I have
> very limited access to early documents. The records that I need are hours
> from my home, and I don't have the time or money to spend weeks in the
city's
> that pocess the books that I need. I have come up with a solution for me
and
> every other genealogist in the country, its the Family Record Page. The
> webpage will consist of every Deed book, Will book, Marriage book, and
Court
> Order book from every state and every county in the U.S.A. The books will
be
> in one location where everyone, barring that they have internet access, can
> veiw any book that they need for however long they need too, and however
many
> times they need to for a low fee. I wil charge $15 to $50 (depending on
> however many subscribers I have) for a 6 month subscription period. The
cost
> is to cover the time and the cost of purchasing the necessary materials.
>
> My first question to you is this it is at all possible that if I purchase
> your books in bookform or on computer disk if I can put them on my new
> webpage? If you are skeptical of putting your materials online I can
include
> an extra incentive for you. I can put a site tracker on each of the books

> that you published on each individual webpage, and I can monitor the
traffic
> and I can re-imburse you on a percentage scale for all of the people that
> look at your materials.
>
> Lastly if you do agree to this I would like to purchase every material
that
> you have (little by little over the next 2-3 months) in disk form. The disk
> form wouldbe easier forme to post more documents faster, and it allows me
to
> purchase the documents faster from you. I can open and use the information
in
> any format that you can sell it to me. Lastly I hope that you understand
how
> revolutionary a webpage would be with your information on it, along with
> information from every county in every state in America for only $15.00 to $
> 50.00 every 6 months (with unlimited access!!!). If you have any comments
or
> questions please email me write or call.
>
> Thank you for your time,
> Justin L. Cottrell
> 532 E. Rose
> Midwest City, Ok 73110
> 405-736-1235
> cottrellj@iolok.com
>
-------------- next part -------------An embedded message was scrubbed...
From: "Justin L Cottrell" <cottrellj@iolok.com>
Subject: I Want Every Book You Sell !!!
Date: Wed, 7 Jul 1999 22:31:11 -0500
Size: 7052
Url:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19990713/66eddc6a/
attachment.eml
From MrArchive at aol.com Tue Jul 13 12:10:53 1999
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Fwd: I Want Every Book You Sell !!!
Message-ID: <3af5e3e5.24bcb0fd@aol.com>
Someone should inform this gentlemanthat he plan is in fact not in violation
of some federal laws, It would be in Massachusetts a violation of the State
documents law. As the Military Archivist, I would not allow our materails to
be printed on a web site of that nature. Other Historical Societies I am sure
would have problems in the bibliographical control area. Thanks for the
headsup
From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Tue Jul 13 16:57:51 1999
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Fwd: I Want Every Book You Sell !!!
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-29868-1999.07.13-10.59.45-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.990713155712.10970I-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>

On Tue, 13 Jul 1999 KGFrontier@aol.com wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

I have received the following somewhat alarming e-mail proposal, and felt
that this list contains a great many people who would find this interesting
and/or need to know about this fellow's plans. I have written back to him
explaining copyright law, but it might be useful for him to hear it from more
than one person.

If it is a federal offense, as was suggested, then his internet service
provider needs to be notified. I think I'll do just that.
-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=Cynthia Van Ness, M.L.S.
|
Webmaster, Buffalo NY USA genealogy page:
af482@freenet.buffalo.edu |
http://freenet.buffalo.edu/~roots
"Well-behaved women rarely make history."
- Laurel T. Ulrich

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Tue Jul 13 18:18:59 1999
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Obscure WI Lutheran passenger lists
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.990713171007.14791A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
Hi, gang,
I was looking over AncestorSpy's website, which is at
http://www.ancestorspy.com, and has genealogical materials for sale.
Under the Wisconsin page, I found a small microfiche set for sale titled
"Ten Old Lutheran Passenger Lists for Lutherans that went to Buffalo, Erie
County, and Niagara County, and Dodge County, Jefferson County, Washington
County, Oazaukee County, and Milwaukee County, Wisconsin in 1843" by
Martin William Johnson.
Because I have seen other book excerpts for sale in the form of fiche at
this site, I have a hunch that this, too, was filmed from a larger work.
If so, I'd rather request the pages via interlibrary loan than buy the
fiche, since we have no fiche cabinets in my department, and our equipment
budget is such that you can ask for a stapler for a decade before getting
it.
Does anyone with a Wisconsin background recognize the author or title?
I confess that I have yet to search OCLC, though I did try BIP and
Bibliofind, which functions fairly well as a database for out-of-print
books. If anyone can supply a fuller citation, I'd be most grateful.
Thanks, everyone!
-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=Cynthia Van Ness, M.L.S.
|
Webmaster, Buffalo NY USA genealogy page:
af482@freenet.buffalo.edu |
http://freenet.buffalo.edu/~roots
"Well-behaved women rarely make history."
- Laurel T. Ulrich

From dagrimsrud at mail.shsw.wisc.edu Tue Jul 13 18:29:08 1999
From: dagrimsrud at mail.shsw.wisc.edu (Dee Grimsrud)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Obscure WI Lutheran passenger lists
Message-ID: <s78b7772.056@SHS_CHEETOS>
Hi Cynthia,
Here's the catalog description from MadCat, the Univ of WI & the St His Soc of WI
Library online catalog:
Author:
Title:
Publisher:
Description:
Notes:

Johnson, Martin William.
[Passenger lists and 2 Dodge Co. Wis. censuses of some
"old Lutherans" to Wisconsin and New York, 1839-1843 /
Martin W. Johnson]
Belvidere, IL : M.W. Johnson, [198-?]

OCLC:

Book
[21] leaves ; 21 x 28 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Imprint from label on leaf [1]
Includes bibliographic references.
(OCoLC)20349422

Location:
Call Number:
Status:

Historical Society Library Pamphlet Collection
89- 1120
Does not circulate

Location:
Call Number:
Status:
Notes:

Historical Society Library Pamphlet Collection
89- 1120 2
Does not circulate
Lacks 1 leaf of census material.
______________________________
Subjects:
Ships--Passenger lists.
German Americans--Genealogy.
Wisconsin--Genealogy.
Dodge County (Wis.)--Census, 1850.
United States--Census, 7th, 1850.
New York (State)--Genealogy.
================================================================
Although these pamphlets do not circulate, copies could be obtained through ILL
from our Library, but I believe they charge a $15 out-of-state fee. (I work in the
Archives, so am not certain of all Library policies.)
The author has done a number of such genealogical indexes, especially for Boone
County IL, where I believe he lived (I think he's dead now).
If you have any other WI-related questions, feel free to email me directly.
Sincerely,
Dee Anna Grimsrud
Reference Archivist
State Historical Society of WI
816 State Street
Madison WI 53706-1482
phone: 608-264-6460
fax:
608-264-6472
email: dagrimsrud@mail.shsw.wisc.edu
>>> "Cynthia M. Van Ness" <af482@freenet.buffalo.edu> 07/13/99 04:18PM >>>

Hi, gang,
I was looking over AncestorSpy's website, which is at
http://www.ancestorspy.com, and has genealogical materials for sale.
Under the Wisconsin page, I found a small microfiche set for sale titled
"Ten Old Lutheran Passenger Lists for Lutherans that went to Buffalo, Erie
County, and Niagara County, and Dodge County, Jefferson County, Washington
County, Oazaukee County, and Milwaukee County, Wisconsin in 1843" by
Martin William Johnson.
Because I have seen other book excerpts for sale in the form of fiche at
this site, I have a hunch that this, too, was filmed from a larger work.
If so, I'd rather request the pages via interlibrary loan than buy the
fiche, since we have no fiche cabinets in my department, and our equipment
budget is such that you can ask for a stapler for a decade before getting
it.
Does anyone with a Wisconsin background recognize the author or title?
I confess that I have yet to search OCLC, though I did try BIP and
Bibliofind, which functions fairly well as a database for out-of-print
books. If anyone can supply a fuller citation, I'd be most grateful.
Thanks, everyone!
-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=Cynthia Van Ness, M.L.S.
|
Webmaster, Buffalo NY USA genealogy page:
af482@freenet.buffalo.edu |
http://freenet.buffalo.edu/~roots
"Well-behaved women rarely make history."
- Laurel T. Ulrich
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: DEE.A.GRIMSRUD@CCMAIL.ADP.WISC.EDU
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-6489E@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From cyndihow at oz.net Tue Jul 13 17:51:59 1999
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Fwd: I Want Every Book You Sell !!!
In-Reply-To: <LYR31986-29868-1999.07.13-10.59.45--cyndihow#oz.net@lists.
acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4.2.0.58.19990713164850.00a17700@mail.oz.net>
At 10:59 AM 7/13/99 -0400, you wrote:
>I have received the following somewhat alarming e-mail proposal,
>and felt
>that this list contains a great many people who would find this
>interesting
>and/or need to know about this fellow's plans. I have written
>back to him
>explaining copyright law, but it might be useful for him to hear
>it from more
>than one person.
>
>Karen Green
>Frontier Press

Karen I agree with you in your concern over the request from this
gentleman. It is something that should concern us greatly. However,
I can also tell you that I've seen every type of scheme/scam
proposed in our short time on the Internet, and many of them do not
come to fruition. In general, if we who know better take the time
to educate this person, they will come to understand that their
efforts will be fruitless.
I also think its important to educate the general public about
this. You should consider sending this to someone like Myra
Vanderpool Gormley & Julia Case for inclusion in their Missing
Links e-mail newsletter. They have a huge distribution, so the word
would get out quickly. Similarly, perhaps Dick Eastman would
consider this for publication.
Good luck,
Cyndi
From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Tue Jul 13 22:17:40 1999
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Obscure WI Lutheran passenger lists
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-29935-1999.07.13-18.34.11-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.990713211556.22716C-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
On Tue, 13 Jul 1999, Dee Grimsrud wrote:
> Here's the catalog description from MadCat, the Univ of WI & the St His Soc of WI
Library online catalog:
Wow; what a whiz!! I will duly print out and see if anyone can supply
through ILL. If not, then I'll break down and order the fiche. Thank so
much for finding this in such short order!
-C.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Author:
Title:
Publisher:
Description:
Notes:

Johnson, Martin William.
[Passenger lists and 2 Dodge Co. Wis. censuses of some
"old Lutherans" to Wisconsin and New York, 1839-1843 /
Martin W. Johnson]
Belvidere, IL : M.W. Johnson, [198-?]

OCLC:

Book
[21] leaves ; 21 x 28 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Imprint from label on leaf [1]
Includes bibliographic references.
(OCoLC)20349422

Location:
Call Number:
Status:

Historical Society Library Pamphlet Collection
89- 1120
Does not circulate

Location:

Historical Society Library Pamphlet Collection

> Call Number:
89- 1120 2
> Status:
Does not circulate
> Notes:
Lacks 1 leaf of census material.
>
______________________________
> Subjects:
Ships--Passenger lists.
>
German Americans--Genealogy.
>
Wisconsin--Genealogy.
>
Dodge County (Wis.)--Census, 1850.
>
United States--Census, 7th, 1850.
>
New York (State)--Genealogy.
> ================================================================
>
> Although these pamphlets do not circulate, copies could be obtained through ILL
from our Library, but I believe they charge a $15 out-of-state fee. (I work in the
Archives, so am not certain of all Library policies.)
>
> The author has done a number of such genealogical indexes, especially for Boone
County IL, where I believe he lived (I think he's dead now).
>
> If you have any other WI-related questions, feel free to email me directly.
>
> Sincerely,
> Dee Anna Grimsrud
> Reference Archivist
> State Historical Society of WI
> 816 State Street
> Madison WI 53706-1482
> phone: 608-264-6460
> fax:
608-264-6472
> email: dagrimsrud@mail.shsw.wisc.edu
>
> >>> "Cynthia M. Van Ness" <af482@freenet.buffalo.edu> 07/13/99 04:18PM >>>
>
> Hi, gang,
>
> I was looking over AncestorSpy's website, which is at
> http://www.ancestorspy.com, and has genealogical materials for sale.
>
> Under the Wisconsin page, I found a small microfiche set for sale titled
> "Ten Old Lutheran Passenger Lists for Lutherans that went to Buffalo, Erie
> County, and Niagara County, and Dodge County, Jefferson County, Washington
> County, Oazaukee County, and Milwaukee County, Wisconsin in 1843" by
> Martin William Johnson.
>
> Because I have seen other book excerpts for sale in the form of fiche at
> this site, I have a hunch that this, too, was filmed from a larger work.
> If so, I'd rather request the pages via interlibrary loan than buy the
> fiche, since we have no fiche cabinets in my department, and our equipment
> budget is such that you can ask for a stapler for a decade before getting
> it.
>
> Does anyone with a Wisconsin background recognize the author or title?
> I confess that I have yet to search OCLC, though I did try BIP and
> Bibliofind, which functions fairly well as a database for out-of-print
> books. If anyone can supply a fuller citation, I'd be most grateful.
>
> Thanks, everyone!
>
> -=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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From vwld at mis.net Tue Jul 13 23:30:54 1999
From: vwld at mis.net (Ann J. MacKinnon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Address for LGS Home Page
Message-ID: <3.0.6.32.19990713223054.007da680@pop.mis.net>
>Date: Tue, 13 Jul 1999 20:32:53 -0700
>To: LSG
>From: "Ann J. MacKinnon" <vwld@mis.net>
>
>What is the address for the Home Page for LSG?

From dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu Wed Jul 14 01:40:31 1999
From: dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Address for LGS Home Page
In-Reply-To: <LYR6144-29947-1999.07.13-22.19.44-dsmith#luna.cas.usf.edu@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.02.9907140039080.13862-100000@luna.cas.usf.edu>
On Tue, 13 Jul 1999, Ann J. MacKinnon wrote:
>What is the address for the Home Page for LSG?
http://www.cas.usf.edu/lis/genealib
Drew Smith
LSG webmaster
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849

From RRoberts at cslib.org Wed Jul 14 09:55:20 1999
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Fwd: Family Search CD's
Message-ID: <s78c5091.083@po.cslib.org>
Has anyone successfully been able to get all or part (eg. Ancestral File) of Family
Search to work in a LAN server/tower configuration?? So far, our systems
administrator has been unable to do so (see attached). Any suggestions would be
deeply appreciated!
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
Tel.: (860) 566-3690 or 566-3692
FAX: (860) 566-2133
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
-------------- next part -------------An embedded message was scrubbed...
From: "Administrator" <Admin@cslib.org>
Subject: Family Search CD's
Date: Wed, 14 Jul 1999 08:12:35 -0400
Size: 795
Url:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19990714/2ccc6154/
attachment.eml
From KGFrontier at aol.com Wed Jul 14 11:59:03 1999
From: KGFrontier at aol.com (KGFrontier@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Fwd: I Want Every Book You Sell !!!
Message-ID: <62fb6f17.24bdffb7@aol.com>
In a message dated 99-07-13 15:59:10 EDT, you write:
> On Tue, 13 Jul 1999 KGFrontier@aol.com wrote:
>
> > I have received the following somewhat alarming e-mail proposal, and
felt
> > that this list contains a great many people who would find this
> interesting
> > and/or need to know about this fellow's plans. I have written back to
him
>
> > explaining copyright law, but it might be useful for him to hear it from
> more
> > than one person.
>
> If it is a federal offense, as was suggested, then his internet service
> provider needs to be notified. I think I'll do just that.
>
I have had further communication from Justin in response to my e-mail to him
explaining copyright law. He has decided that his idea was not the best and
that he will find other ways to contribute to the genealogical community! He
was grateful that it was explained to him before he was sued.

Karen Green
Frontier Press
From chagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us Wed Jul 14 15:38:46 1999
From: chagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us (Charles Hagler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Fwd: Family Search CD's
Message-ID: <s78ca106.036@gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us>
Dear Mr. Roberts:
We had the same problem at the Library of Michigan. The
computer experts down loaded the Ancestral File to a hard drive and
created a stand alone workstation without having to fool around with the
CD's. For more information have your man contact Paul Groll at
groll@libofmich.lib.mi.us.
Charles Hagler
Librarian
Library of Michigan
717 West Allegan Street
P.O. Box 30007
Lansing, MI 48909-7507
Telephone: (517) 373-1366
Fax: (517) 373-5853
chhagler@libofmich.lib.mi.us

>>> "Richard Roberts" <RRoberts@cslib.org> 07/14/99 08:55AM >>>
Has anyone successfully been able to get all or part (eg. Ancestral
File) of Family Search to work in a LAN server/tower configuration?? So
far, our systems administrator has been unable to do so (see attached).
Any suggestions would be deeply appreciated!
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
Tel.: (860) 566-3690 or 566-3692
FAX: (860) 566-2133
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From cbickle at winslo.state.oh.us Fri Jul 16 11:12:51 1999
From: cbickle at winslo.state.oh.us (Craig Bickle -SLO)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: 1930 census
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.10.9907161007560.22902-100000@winslo.state.oh.us>
Does anyone know if the 1930 census is to be made available in an
electronic format as well as on microfilm, for instance on cd-rom? We're
starting to think now about space and budget issues concerning the 1930
census because we know it's coming, of course, and it's sure to be big and
expensive. No? Thanks in advance for any thoughts.

Craig Bickle
Genealogy Librarian
The State Library of Ohio
65 S. Front St.
Columbus, OH 43215

cbickle@winslo.state.oh.us
(614) 644-6966 (voice)
(614) 644-7004 (fax)

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Fri Jul 16 11:19:27 1999
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: 1930 census
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-30203-1999.07.16-10.13.06-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.990716101641.23823B-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
On Fri, 16 Jul 1999, Craig Bickle -SLO wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

Does anyone know if the 1930 census is to be made available in an
electronic format as well as on microfilm, for instance on cd-rom? We're
starting to think now about space and budget issues concerning the 1930
census because we know it's coming, of course, and it's sure to be big and
expensive. No? Thanks in advance for any thoughts.

This answer is merely speculation, but here goes: just to film those
hundreds (thousands?) of ledgers is a colossal task; I cannot imagine that
NARA has either the budget or an army of computers and technicians to scan
it. I am, of course, ready to be corrected, if need be.
-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=Cynthia Van Ness, M.L.S. | Webmaster, Buffalo NY USA genealogy page:
af482@freenet.buffalo.edu |
http://freenet.buffalo.edu/~roots
"Well-behaved women rarely make history."
- Laurel T. Ulrich

From amm at vlc.lib.mi.us Fri Jul 16 11:30:47 1999
From: amm at vlc.lib.mi.us (Anna Mae Maday)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Microfilm boxes
Message-ID: <Pine.OSF.3.91.990716102826.3170A-100000@valley.vlc.lib.mi.us>
Does anyone know a source for "plastic" microfilm boxes.
We would like to get some for our heavily used local materials,
as the cardboard boxes keep wearing out. I know these exit
because I've seen them, but just not seen them in magazines.
Thanks.

Anna Mae Maday
Eddy Historical & Genealogy Collection

Hoyt Public Library
505 Janes Ave
Saginaw MI 48607
amm@vlc.lib.mi.us
517-755-9827

From RRoberts at cslib.org Fri Jul 16 11:31:55 1999
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Microfilm boxes
Message-ID: <s78f0a3b.027@po.cslib.org>
We are currently in the process of replacing our plastic boxes with cardboard boxes
because the lids on the plastic boxes keep popping up, jamming the cabinet drawers
shut and mutilating the boxes in the process. We're sending our boxes to our state
Records Center where they will get less heavy use.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
Tel.: (860) 566-3690 or 566-3692
FAX: (860) 566-2133
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
>>> Anna Mae Maday <amm@vlc.lib.mi.us> 07/16/99 10:30AM >>>
Does anyone know a source for "plastic" microfilm boxes.
We would like to get some for our heavily used local materials,
as the cardboard boxes keep wearing out. I know these exit
because I've seen them, but just not seen them in magazines.
Thanks.

Anna Mae Maday
Eddy Historical & Genealogy Collection
Hoyt Public Library
505 Janes Ave
Saginaw MI 48607
amm@vlc.lib.mi.us
517-755-9827
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: RRoberts@cslib.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-8024K@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From roger at scholarly.com Fri Jul 16 11:33:08 1999
From: roger at scholarly.com (roger strong, jr.)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: 1930 census
In-Reply-To: <LYR31133-30203-1999.07.16-10.13.06--roger#scholarly.com@li
sts.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.3.32.19990716103308.006fd1f8@scholarly.com>
The National Archives 1930 census on microfilm will be released on April 1,
2002. The projected roll counts are as follows:
Census -- 2,668 rolls
Soundex -- 1,650 rolls
About 30 rolls of the enumeration district maps will be in color
The collection may be available in silver halide as well as diazzo.
The current price for National Archives microfilm is $34 a roll -- hope
this helps.
There is no word on whether an electronic format will be made available.

At 10:12 AM 7/16/99 -0400, you wrote:
>Does anyone know if the 1930 census is to be made available in an
>electronic format as well as on microfilm, for instance on cd-rom? We're
>starting to think now about space and budget issues concerning the 1930
>census because we know it's coming, of course, and it's sure to be big and
>expensive. No? Thanks in advance for any thoughts.
>
>Craig Bickle
>Genealogy Librarian
cbickle@winslo.state.oh.us
>The State Library of Ohio
(614) 644-6966 (voice)
>65 S. Front St.
(614) 644-7004 (fax)
>Columbus, OH 43215
>
>
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: roger@scholarly.com
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
Roger Strong, Jr.
Sales Manager
Scholarly Resources, Inc.
104 Greenhill Avenue
Wilmington, DE 19805-1897
1-800-772-8937/302-654-7713
FAX: 302-654-3871
roger@scholarly.com
<http://www.scholarly.com>

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Fri Jul 16 11:50:41 1999
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Microfilm boxes

In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-30207-1999.07.16-10.25.51-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.990716104658.25056B-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
On Fri, 16 Jul 1999, Anna Mae Maday wrote:
> We would like to get some for our heavily used local materials,
> as the cardboard boxes keep wearing out. I know these exit
> because I've seen them, but just not seen them in magazines.
This isn't the answer you were looking for, but I thought I'd throw in my
library's experience with plastic microfilm boxes. About 10 years ago, we
had one of our larger card indexes microfilmed, 16mm, and the reels have
black plastic boxes. The problem? As the plastic ages and becomes more
rigid, the lids won't stay shut and they catch when you open and close the
film drawer.
We also know that many if not most plastics are not inert or of archival
quality; I have to wonder what effect the outgassing from those boxes has
had on the film within.
-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=Cynthia Van Ness, M.L.S.
|
Webmaster, Buffalo NY USA genealogy page:
af482@freenet.buffalo.edu |
http://freenet.buffalo.edu/~roots
"Well-behaved women rarely make history."
- Laurel T. Ulrich

From beth at apl.acsc.net Fri Jul 16 11:15:48 1999
From: beth at apl.acsc.net (Beth Oljace)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Free to good home
Message-ID: <1.5.4.32.19990716151548.00668498@172.16.100.100>
I have an 1841 copy of A CENSUS OF PENSIONERS FOR REVOLUTIONARY OR MILITARY
SERVICES; WITH THEIR NAMES, AGES AND PLACES OF RESIDENCE, RETURNED BY THE
MARSHALS OF SEVERAL JUDICIAL DISTRICTS UNDER THE ACT FOR TAKING THE SIXTH
CENSUS. It's a tad foxed and will need some loving care because the front
cover is nearly severed, but the text is in great shape.
I have a couple copies already of later reprints and really can't use it.
I'd like postage but it isn't essential.
Beth E. Oljace
Anderson (Ind.) Public Library
Indiana Room
Mike Pitts
Indiana Room
Anderson Public Library
http://www.acsc.net/apl

From nichels at noblenet.org Fri Jul 16 15:20:53 1999
From: nichels at noblenet.org (Suzanne Nichelson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003

Subject: Microfilm boxes
In-Reply-To: <LYR31130-30207-1999.07.16-10.25.51--nichels#noblenet.org@l
ists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.19990716142053.007ea830@mail.noblenet.org>
I buy mind from UMI- 1-800-521-0600 or you might try any of the local
companies who do microfilming.
Suzanne Nichelson
nichels@noblenet.orgI've bought them this way too.At 10:30 AM 7/16/1999
-0400, you wrote:
>
>Does anyone know a source for "plastic" microfilm boxes.
>
>We would like to get some for our heavily used local materials,
>as the cardboard boxes keep wearing out. I know these exit
>because I've seen them, but just not seen them in magazines.
>
>Thanks.
>
>
>
>
>
>Anna Mae Maday
>Eddy Historical & Genealogy Collection
>Hoyt Public Library
>505 Janes Ave
>Saginaw MI 48607
>amm@vlc.lib.mi.us
>517-755-9827
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: nichels@noblenet.org
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>

From clwhite at in-motion.net Fri Jul 16 13:53:59 1999
From: clwhite at in-motion.net (Craig and Linda White)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Free to good home
References: <LYR32651-30213-1999.07.16-11.13.56--clwhite#inmotion.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <001901becfb4$321ee120$712b1fce@www.inmotion.net>
Beth,
I would like to have the book if it has not been spoken for. Let me know
what the postage is.
Linda White
Thorntown Public Library
thornpl@in-motion.net
----- Original Message ----From: Beth Oljace <beth@apl.acsc.net>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 16, 1999 10:15 AM

Subject: [genealib] Free to good home
> I have an 1841 copy of A CENSUS OF PENSIONERS FOR REVOLUTIONARY OR
MILITARY
> SERVICES; WITH THEIR NAMES, AGES AND PLACES OF RESIDENCE, RETURNED BY THE
> MARSHALS OF SEVERAL JUDICIAL DISTRICTS UNDER THE ACT FOR TAKING THE SIXTH
> CENSUS. It's a tad foxed and will need some loving care because the front
> cover is nearly severed, but the text is in great shape.
>
> I have a couple copies already of later reprints and really can't use it.
>
> I'd like postage but it isn't essential.
>
> Beth E. Oljace
> Anderson (Ind.) Public Library
> Indiana Room
> Mike Pitts
>
> Indiana Room
> Anderson Public Library
> http://www.acsc.net/apl
>
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: clwhite@in-motion.net
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>

From Michael_S_Kluskens at csgi.com Fri Jul 16 17:28:59 1999
From: Michael_S_Kluskens at csgi.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: 1930 census
Message-ID: <v04210101b3b5442de595@[207.226.188.88]>
<LYR9729-30209-1999.07.16-10.37.53--Michael_S_Kluskens#csgi.com@lists.acom
p.usf.edu>
<LYR9729-30209-1999.07.16-10.37.53--Michael_S_Kluskens#csgi.com@lists.acom
p.usf.edu>
Dear genealib subscribers:
The numbers of rolls indicated below look right (I'm writing from
home). NARA will NOT be making the 1930 census available in any
electronic format.
As far as filming it is concerned, the 1930 census was filmed by the
Bureau of the Census many years ago, with the original paper
schedules thereafter destroyed (just like 1900-1920 and 1940 and
later). NARA is in the process of (1) verifying the contents of the
rolls (i.e., that the initial target sheets correctly identify the
state, county, and E.D.'s on each roll) and (2) putting together the
catalog.
NARA will be placing a 1930 census web page online later this year
(which will be updated from time to time) that will answer roll count

and related general questions. I will, of course, post a message
letting you know when the web page goes up.
Claire Prechtel-Kluskens (member of NARA's 1930 census committee)
Archivist/Genealogy Specialist
National Archives and Records Administration
Washington, DC 20408
claire.kluskens@ARCH1.nara.gov
At 10:33 AM -0400 7/16/99, roger strong, jr. wrote:
>The National Archives 1930 census on microfilm will be released on April 1,
>2002. The projected roll counts are as follows:
>
>Census -- 2,668 rolls
>Soundex -- 1,650 rolls
>About 30 rolls of the enumeration district maps will be in color
>
>The collection may be available in silver halide as well as diazzo.
>The current price for National Archives microfilm is $34 a roll -- hope
>this helps.
>
> >
>Roger Strong, Jr.
>Sales Manager
>Scholarly Resources, Inc.
>104 Greenhill Avenue
>Wilmington, DE 19805-1897
>1-800-772-8937/302-654-7713
>FAX: 302-654-3871
>roger@scholarly.com
><http://www.scholarly.com>
>
From mplhistorydept at eok.lib.ok.us Sat Jul 17 17:43:59 1999
From: mplhistorydept at eok.lib.ok.us (Muskogee Public Library - History
Department)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Binding the Helper
Message-ID: <001401bed09d$8fabdac0$ae28a8c0@174.eok.lib.ok.us>
I have been asking myself the question about the merits of binding the 35
year collection we have of the Genealogical Helper. We are a small, but
growing department, and I find myself running into the cost factor of
preserving these in a bound condition. So far we have just kept the issues
in magazine bins.
Perhaps because we have a separate section of shelving for unbound
periodicals, there has been little use of these issues. However, I do not
see, at this point, where binding will in anyway increase their use. Only
educating the patrons might help in that regard.
In helping me to decide which way to go, I would appreciate some feedback on
the following two questions:
1, Has any institution decided to NOT retain a complete collection?
what do you keep?
2, Has any institution decided to NOT bind this periodical?

If so,

Wally Waits
Muskogee Public Library

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Sun Jul 18 12:30:26 1999
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Future of Genealogy Research on the Net?
Message-ID: <37921D41.E433C0D1@dcn.davis.ca.us>
There is a comprehensive article about what
is happening, directly and indirectly, called:
"Databases of the Dead", at:
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/7.07/mormons.html
The future of research is suggested in the production
of primary source documents on the Internet. One
major company is called Primary Source Media, at:
http://www.psmedia.com/site/body_index.html
They presently work with "rare primary source
materials in the humanities and social sciences".
This includes US City Directories.
Primary Source Media is a part of the
Gale Group. The GaleNet Databases has database
resources available to most major library centers:
http://www.gale.com/gale/galenet/gnetcont.html
If you refer to Archives and Library Resources, at:
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/archives.htm
you will note a section for:
Web Pages for Scholarly Societies, at:
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/archives.htm#Scholarly_Societies
One of the sites listed there is:
LEXIS-NEXIS Academic
Provides unparalleled research services to the academic community.
Both online and web-based subscription services allow students,
faculty and staff access to a vast universe of information.
Considering all of the above, resources for the
Future of Genealogy Research are available from:
(1) The LDS Church sites, such as those listed at:
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/LDS.htm
(2) The ever contracting number of interconnected
Independent for-profit organizations [companies].
(3) Group societies and organizations, such as:
http://www.publist.com/indexes/REF013000.html
This resource is severely restricted at present by
lack of representation on the Internet. Less than 20%
of individual web pages are indexed by major search engines.
(4) The educational information sites in the humanities
and social sciences on a college/university level.
This would include the Library of Congress web site,
Interlibrary Loan and the OCLC FirstSearch system, at:
http://www.oclc.org/oclc/menu/fs.htm

Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/
Listed in: Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
[both editions]

From jshore2 at chuma.cas.usf.edu Sun Jul 18 22:48:44 1999
From: jshore2 at chuma.cas.usf.edu (J. Shore)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Medical History Form
Message-ID: <mailman.31.1067011571.15983.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
I'm going to a family reunion shortly. One of the questions that have come
up in family discussions is the ability to add medical history to our
fairly well documented family history. A number of cousins are suffering
from illnesses which may be genetic in nature. I've found a few resources
for medical history questionaires but most don't fit the bill. I'm
wondering what suggestions this list may provide.
I'd like a form that we can add to the "Welcome" package for the attendees
to fill out and return. It has to be easy to complete and not so "nosey"
that people will choose not to do it rather than be embarassed.
TIA,
J. Shore
jshore2@chuma.cas.usf.edu
From amm at vlc.lib.mi.us Mon Jul 19 09:15:05 1999
From: amm at vlc.lib.mi.us (Anna Mae Maday)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Binding the Helper
In-Reply-To: <LYR6335-30324-1999.07.17-18.02.50-AMM#VLC.LIB.MI.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.OSF.3.91.990719080732.29750A-100000@valley.vlc.lib.mi.us>
Some years back we received a gift of the microfiche so
decided at that time not to keep the originals.
We now have quite a few years of subsequent originals, and
although we have some ordering information for these subsequent
years of fiche have not been able to replace them for a variety
of reasons, but intend to do so because we need the storage
spacefor those magazines we do bind and keep.

Anna Mae Maday
Eddy Historical & Genealogy Collection
Hoyt Public Library
505 Janes Ave
Saginaw MI 48607
amm@vlc.lib.mi.us

517-755-9827

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Mon Jul 19 10:09:29 1999
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Binding the Helper
References: <LYR30436-30324-1999.07.17-18.02.50-daysa#oplin.lib.oh.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <37932389.9765C733@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Wally:
Our genealogy dept. in our city of about 25,000 has a small periodical collection.
We have chosen not to bind our Genealogy Helper magazines. The only periodicals
that we do get bound are from the State Gen. Society and from the State Historical
Society (of which we have almost a complete collection). Our Helper's go back
only about 6 years. To give you an idea of our collection size for comparison, we
have over 3,000 books on genealogy and local history in our collection.
This binding system was set up before I came on board 4 and a half years ago, but
I am in complete agreement with it since I see little use of these periodicals. I
guess the best thing is to guage usage before continuing the practice.
Hope this helps a little.
Sandy Day
Steubenville, Ohio
Public Library
Muskogee Public Library - History Department wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have been asking myself the question about the merits of binding the 35
year collection we have of the Genealogical Helper. We are a small, but
growing department, and I find myself running into the cost factor of
preserving these in a bound condition. So far we have just kept the issues
in magazine bins.
Perhaps because we have a separate section of shelving for unbound
periodicals, there has been little use of these issues. However, I do not
see, at this point, where binding will in anyway increase their use. Only
educating the patrons might help in that regard.
In helping me to decide which way to go, I would appreciate some feedback on
the following two questions:
1, Has any institution decided to NOT retain a complete collection?
what do you keep?
2, Has any institution decided to NOT bind this periodical?
Wally Waits
Muskogee Public Library
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: daysa@oplin.lib.oh.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From nross at ci.bryan.tx.us Mon Jul 19 09:21:30 1999
From: nross at ci.bryan.tx.us (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003

If so,

Subject: Binding the Helper
Message-ID: <6C94DFBFD20ED211A8E3006097A1760F92488A@xs.ci.bryan.tx.us>

I have been asking myself the question about the merits of binding the
35
year collection we have of the Genealogical Helper.
1,

Has any institution decided to NOT retain a complete collection?

REPLY: We keep only the most recent two years of the Helper. This decision
was made several years ago quite simply because we ran out of room! After
consulting with local genealogy groups and teachers, I decided not to keep
the Helper for more than two years. However, I have made copies of the
articles they print, or torn them out of the magazine, and placed them
in our Vertical File. I also have the older issues on microfiche (up to
198?) and hope to fill in our holes that way.

Nan Ross
Carnegie Center for Brazos Valley History
---

From lori.thornton at cincybible.edu Mon Jul 19 11:21:01 1999
From: lori.thornton at cincybible.edu (Thornton, Lori)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Dick Abell's murder
Message-ID: <67511BE06E32D211BBC000105A11655838B806@KING>
Many of you may be familiar with J. Richard "Dick" Abell who was the head of
the Public Library of Cincinnati & Hamilton County's history and genealogy
department for many years. He was murdered over the weekend. The following
URL will give more information.
http://enquirer.com/editions/1999/07/19/loc_library_volunteers.html
<http://enquirer.com/editions/1999/07/19/loc_library_volunteers.html>
Lori Thornton
Information Services Librarian
Cincinnati Bible College & Seminary
Lori.Thornton@cincybible.edu <mailto:Lori.Thornton@cincybible.edu>

From csherrill at mail.state.tn.us Mon Jul 19 11:08:05 1999
From: csherrill at mail.state.tn.us (Chuck Sherrill)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: Dick Abell's murder -Reply
Message-ID: <s792f91e.025@langate.tnet.state.tn.us>
Thank you for posting the information about Dick Abell's death.

I met him years

ago, and have always remembered his friendly and outgoing manner. His vast
knowledge of the genealogical holdings of the Cincinatti Public Library, and his
enthusiasm for promoting the collection, were also evident. His death is a tragedy
in many ways.
Chuck Sherrill
Tenn. State Library & Archives
>>> "Thornton, Lori" <lori.thornton@cincybible.edu> 07/19/99 09:21am >>>
Many of you may be familiar with J. Richard "Dick" Abell who was the head of
the Public Library of Cincinnati & Hamilton County's history and genealogy
department for many years. He was murdered over the weekend. The following
URL will give more information.
http://enquirer.com/editions/1999/07/19/loc_library_volunteers.html
<http://enquirer.com/editions/1999/07/19/loc_library_volunteers.html>
Lori Thornton
Information Services Librarian
Cincinnati Bible College & Seminary
Lori.Thornton@cincybible.edu <mailto:Lori.Thornton@cincybible.edu>
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: CSHERRILL@MAIL.STATE.TN.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-6391X@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From l.m.boyd at juno.com Mon Jul 19 09:11:16 1999
From: l.m.boyd at juno.com (Lauren M Boyd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:11 2003
Subject: genealib digest: July 18, 1999
References: <LYR6264-30365-1999.07.19-00.00.35-l.m.boyd#juno.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <19990719.081117.8742.2.L.M.Boyd@juno.com>
: "J. Shore" <jshore2@chuma.cas.usf.edu> wrote:
>
>I'm going to a family reunion shortly. <snip>. A number of cousins are
>suffering from illnesses which may be genetic in nature. <snip>
>I'd like a form that we can add to the "Welcome" package for the
>attendees to fill out and return. It has to be easy to complete and not
so
>"nosey" that people will choose not to do it rather than be embarassed.
>
Jay-How about adding a sheet saying that some of the cousins are suffering
from Genetic diseases [list diseases] and that in an effort to help them
and track for the family, it has been requested that there be a
cooperative
sharing of some health information, especially the information that
applies
to the diseases already known in the family [list diseases]. It would be
essential that the participants know who will see and where this
information

will be kept. It is private and should be respected as such unless they
waive
the privacy right for what they share. [ I track the alcholohics in my
family, but
not all are ready to have that information on a sheet that they will
respond to.]
Contact a genetic medicine office and they should have a form to use, or
design your own. [ or check with an oncologist for a referral]
At minimum, ask your cousins to state their blood type as it is very
helpful
to have that information. I solicited family donors for my mother when
she
had not only cancer and chemo, but the complication of pernicious anemia.
She needed more specific matches than just blood type and it was best
to get donations from the family for this purpose. Aside from that it is
interesting
to see the pattern that develops.
Good luck!
Happy Trails,
Lauren
Lauren M. Boyd
President
Marin County Genealogical Society
___________________________________________________________________
Get the Internet just the way you want it.
Free software, free e-mail, and free Internet access for a month!
Try Juno Web: http://dl.www.juno.com/dynoget/tagj.
From dmoneta at lib.az.us Mon Jul 19 09:33:23 1999
From: dmoneta at lib.az.us (Daniela Moneta)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Binding the Helper
In-Reply-To: <LYR6421-30324-1999.07.17-18.02.50--DMONETA#DLAPR.LIB.AZ.US
@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4.1.19990719082800.00a66b10@dlapr.lib.az.us>
Wally,
We don't have a lot of room either but we use PERSI (Periodical Source
Index) as one of the guides to keeping or discarding periodicals. If a
periodical is indexed by PERSI then we keep it because of the likelihood
that someone my request it. If it is not indexed and of marginal use, we
may discard it. I see that Genealogical Helper is available on microfiche
from 1947-60. Getting the fiche will save you some space.
Daniela
At 04:43 PM 7/17/99 -0500, you wrote:
>I have been asking myself the question about the merits of binding the 35
>year collection we have of the Genealogical Helper. We are a small, but
>growing department, and I find myself running into the cost factor of
>preserving these in a bound condition. So far we have just kept the issues
>in magazine bins.

>
>Perhaps because we have a separate section of shelving for unbound
>periodicals, there has been little use of these issues. However, I do not
>see, at this point, where binding will in anyway increase their use. Only
>educating the patrons might help in that regard.
>
>In helping me to decide which way to go, I would appreciate some feedback on
>the following two questions:
>
>1, Has any institution decided to NOT retain a complete collection? If so,
>what do you keep?
>2, Has any institution decided to NOT bind this periodical?
>
>Wally Waits
>Muskogee Public Library
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: DMONETA@DLAPR.LIB.AZ.US
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>

From munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG Mon Jul 19 12:04:43 1999
From: munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG (munroe@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Binding the Helper <LYR6195-30397-1999.07.19-11.31.58-MUNROE#AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.PMDF.3.91.990719105520.166543A-100000@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG>
Oshkosh PL does not bind the Helper or any other genealogical periodical
at present. In the past we did NGS quarterly, but gave it up. I feel
that binding actually discourages use. Often the gutters are so small
that copying is difficult. And we all know folks love to copy pages. If
only every periodical marked every page with the names and date so they
could find the rest of the article again later! [when I rule the world! ;)]
There is also the problem that most genealogists under-use periodicals.
Of course until PERSI periodicals were not what I'd consider user
friendly, either. Those of us who give programs on genealogy should
probably push periodicals more. Putting such a talk together is on my
(long) to-do list.
------------------------------------------------------------------------"Ignorance is not just bliss, it is also a lack of imagination."
Stephen P. Maran, Smithsonian, Sept. 1997
Mara Munroe
|
Email: munroe@winnefox.org
Oshkosh Public Library
|
Phone: (920)236-5219 x4814
Oshkosh, WI 54901-4985
|
Fax: (920)236-5227
_________________________________________________________________________

From szolkowski at co.wake.nc.us Mon Jul 19 13:27:38 1999
From: szolkowski at co.wake.nc.us (szolkowski@co.wake.nc.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Binding the Helper

Message-ID: <852567B3.005A102F.00@Admin01.co.wake.nc.us>

I remember many years ago The Helper was available on fiche for early
issues from Evertons. If this is still available, or even better updated,
you could have a complete set, using a much smaller space in a fiche
drawer. It may be worth checking out.
Sue Zolkowski
Olivia Raney Local History Library
Raleigh, NC
szolkowski@co.wake.nc.us

From gmorphew at juno.com Mon Jul 19 11:54:06 1999
From: gmorphew at juno.com (Gilbert P Morphew)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Binding the Helper
References: <LYR31737-30324-1999.07.17-18.02.50-gmorphew#juno.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <19990719.110336.3430.0.gmorphew@juno.com>
Hi
We are a small local Genealogy Society Library, so space is ALWAYS a
factor.
We keep the last 3 years of the Helper on the shelf. A volunteer tears
the queries & index from the year ready to be pulled & puts them in a 3
ring binder separated by a divider by year.
We also pull those articles of interest & file them in the vertical file.
I agree with the suggestion that speakers on genealogy should stress the
importance of using periodicals even if they are not indexed.
When I give tours & mini tours of our library, I always mention the
importance of the periodical section. One reason is that it takes up
about one-third of our library shelves!
Peggy Morphew, West Valley Gen. Soc. Library
___________________________________________________________________
Get the Internet just the way you want it.
Free software, free e-mail, and free Internet access for a month!
Try Juno Web: http://dl.www.juno.com/dynoget/tagj.
From JulieKidd at compuserve.com Mon Jul 19 15:43:48 1999
From: JulieKidd at compuserve.com (Julie Kidd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Binding the Helper
Message-ID: <199907191444_MC2-7D81-5D99@compuserve.com>
Similarily to others, we have back issues available on microfiche and the
current issues on the shelf. We do not bind them, as we are a
self-supporting genealogical society library. Hard-binding periodicals is a

rare event.
I believe Evertons has produced a CD-ROM with a few sections of the Helper.
Those might be sufficient for most users, as old Helpers are of limited use
anyway.
Julie
Genealogical Forum of Oregon
Portland, Oregon
JulieKidd@compuserve.com
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JulieKidd/
From landisla at oplin.lib.oh.us Tue Jul 20 13:57:44 1999
From: landisla at oplin.lib.oh.us (Lauren Landis)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Binding the Helper
References: <LYR6330-30330-1999.07.18-00.00.26-LANDISLA#OPLIN.LIB.OH.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3794AA88.3FDC4475@oplin.lib.oh.us>

> I have been asking myself the question about the merits of binding the 35
> year collection we have of the Genealogical Helper... In helping me to decide
which
> way to go, I would appreciate some feedback on the following two questions:
>
> 1, Has any institution decided to NOT retain a complete collection? If so,
> what do you keep?
> 2, Has any institution decided to NOT bind this periodical?
>
> Wally Waits
> Muskogee Public Library
>
> ----------------------> ---------------------------------------------------------------Mr. Waits,
Since space is as much of a concern for us as it is for everyone, our library
decided a
few years ago to only keep the previous 20 years of the Helper. The chief feature
of
the Helper is to put people researching the same surnames in touch with each other.
We
felt that after 20 years, the probability of those people still being at the same
address, or even alive, had lessened to the point that we could discard the issues.
What issues we did keep are bound, and we bind each years issues as the volume is
completed. It helps assure that individual issues don't go astray and maintains
their
appearance. Plus they are just easier to deal with on the shelves. But I agree,
ours
don't get much use either.
Hope this helps.

Lauren K. Landis
Genealogy Divison Mgr.
Stark County District Libary
Canton, OH

From vsiordia at tsl.state.tx.us Tue Jul 20 13:19:32 1999
From: vsiordia at tsl.state.tx.us (Vanessa Siordia)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Genealogy Librarian/ Austin, TX
Message-ID: <15EE7D2CFB19D311835600805F9A90560893CE@Exchange.tsl.state.tx.us>
Want a great place to work? Then join the staff at the Texas State Library
and Archives Commission. We are currently recruiting for the position of
Genealogy Librarian in our Archives and Information Services Division . The
position is located in the beautiful Capitol City of Austin; also known as
the "Live Music Capitol of the World".
Minimum Qualifications: Master's degree in Library and Information Science
from and ALA-accredited program; working knowledge of basic computer
software, including word processing. Spreadsheets and databases; familiarity
with the Internet; ability to perform independently; ability to communicate
effectively both orally and in writing; ability to handle several reference
queries simultaneously in a high stress environment; and ability to
supervise. Current salary $1821/mo; salary beginning September 1,
1999,$2161/mo plus state benefits.
The complete job description as well as application and application
procedures can be downloaded from our website at www.tsl.state.tx.us . You
can call the Human Resources Office at (512) 463-5474 or email
emoreno@tsl.state.tx.us to have the application packet forwarded to you by
mail.

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Wed Jul 21 15:58:15 1999
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Heritage Quest
Message-ID: <37961847.6716123F@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
I guess this is fairly timely since questions have arisen about the
value of keeping periodicals. I do have complete set of Heritage Quest
for 1995 that need a new home.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, Ohio

From Ekuhn at acpl.lib.in.us Fri Jul 23 10:04:30 1999
From: Ekuhn at acpl.lib.in.us (Elaine M. Kuhn)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Help

Message-ID: <A8131056F91@everest.acpl.lib.in.us>
Dear Genealibbers,
Help! I'm stumped with a periodical search, and I'd like to hear
from anyone who could help.
For many months now I've tried to locate two issues of "Illinois
Genealogical & Historical News", particularly Volume 1 Number 1 and
Volume 4 Number 6. Two attempts at ILL and several phone calls have
yielded no results. I've tried to contact the publisher, one R.D.
Bradshaw, at numerous addresses found but I've yet to receive a
response.
Anyone who might have a suggestion or clues to uncovering
copies of these issues, please contact me directly.
Thank you so much,
Elaine Kuhn
Genealogy Librarian
Historical Genealogy Department
Allen County Public Library
900 Webster St., PO Box 2270
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
Email: ekuhn@acpl.lib.in.us
From ksmith at greenapple.com Fri Jul 23 13:25:11 1999
From: ksmith at greenapple.com (Karen S. Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: HELP FINDING PERIODICAL
In-Reply-To: <LYR31160-30737-1999.07.23-10.04.55--ksmith#greenapple.com@
lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <199907231622.MAA28272@core.greenapple.com>
I am also trying to find a periodical and haven't had any luck so I am
hoping that someone can help me. I am searching for information on the
Washington Gen & Hist Newspaper. Someone referenced this in their research
but didn't give any other information and I am trying to help a patron find
it.
Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Karen S. Smith
Adult Services Volunteer - Historical & Genealogical Collection
Fairfield Co. District Library
219 N Broad St.
Lancaster, OH 43130

From aa727 at seorf.Ohiou.Edu Fri Jul 23 14:39:31 1999
From: aa727 at seorf.Ohiou.Edu (Ernest Thode)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003

Subject: HELP FINDING PERIODICAL
In-Reply-To: <LYR6524-30747-1999.07.23-12.21.50-AA727#BIG.SEORF.OHIOU.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu> from "Karen S. Smith" at Jul 23, 99
12:25:11 pm
Message-ID: <199907231739.NAA22778@big.seorf.ohiou.edu>
A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: text
Size: 819 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19990723/
af522f4c/attachment.bat
From egrundset at dar.org Fri Jul 23 15:05:39 1999
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: HELP FINDING PERIODICAL
Message-ID: <mailman.32.1067011572.15983.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
This is not probably what you're looking for, but just in case it is,
the Washington State DAR produced several volumes during the 1950s with
the title Washington Genealogical and Historical Gleanings. It had
several different title variations before and after the 1950s.
"Newspaper" does not appear in any of these though. We have these
volumes at the DAR Library.
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5392
202-879-3313
<egrundset@dar.org
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

-----Original Message----From:
Karen S. Smith [SMTP:ksmith@greenapple.com]
Sent:
Friday, July 23, 1999 12:25 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] HELP FINDING PERIODICAL
I am also trying to find a periodical and haven't had any luck so I am
hoping that someone can help me. I am searching for information on
the
Washington Gen & Hist Newspaper. Someone referenced this in their
research
but didn't give any other information and I am trying to help a patron
find
it.
Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Karen S. Smith
Adult Services Volunteer - Historical & Genealogical Collection
Fairfield Co. District Library
219 N Broad St.
Lancaster, OH 43130

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: EGRUNDSET@DAR.ORG
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From cparker at toto.csustan.edu Fri Jul 23 12:19:57 1999
From: cparker at toto.csustan.edu (Carlyle Parker)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Dick Abell's murder
Message-ID: <9907231819.AA14673@toto.csustan.edu>
Tribute to J. Richard Abell.
We were shocked to read the news on genealib@ by Lori Thornton
and thank her for sharing it with us. We read the news article
to which she referred: "Library volunteer's death ruled a
homicide," by Erin Gibson and read the following day's article:
"Friends of slain West End man 'can't figure out the reason
why'," by Earnest Winston
(http://enquirer.com/editions/1999/07/20/loc_friends_of_slain.html).
I couldn't find anything about the incident in Wednesday's paper,
July 21. Both articles are worth reading and are a tribute to
Richard's devotion to the Library and its patrons, as well as
being a kindly neighbor.
Richard was an outstanding librarian, continued to build a fine
genealogical and historical collection. He will be missed by
many patrons, visitors, and fellow librarians. There are many of
you who are following in his footsteps, but in different
communities. We hope that you all are, and will continue to be,
as fine a genealogical service-minded librarian as he.
Janet and I met Richard Abell in Cincinnati in the summer of 1983
when he attended our freelance, all day "Reference Service for
Genealogists: A Mini-Course for Librarians." After the seminar
he invited us over to the Cincinnati Public Library to see the
Genealogy and History Collection that he had sheparded for
several years. We were impressed, and what we thought would be a
brief look turned into a wonderful, grand tour of the collection,
including the closed stacks and its fine newspaper collection.
Janet spent some research time afterwards on her Clinton and
Highland Ohio County ancestors.
Again in 1987 while lecturing at the Federation of Genealogical
Societies Conference I had a good visit with him and another trip
to the Library. Last year he introduced me before my FGS
lecture, and Janet, her ninth-six year old wheel chair bound
father, and I, on our own, spent another enjoyable time in the
Library with all its new trimmings, expanded collection and
reading room.
J. Carlyle and Janet Parker, Turlock CA
From jsheppard at co.new-hanover.nc.us

Fri Jul 23 15:24:13 1999

From: jsheppard at co.new-hanover.nc.us (jsheppard@co.new-hanover.nc.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: HELP FINDING PERIODICAL
Message-ID: <852567B7.00651870.00@srvnotes1.co.new-hanover.nc.us>

Then there is little Washington, NC.

Ernest Thode <aa727@seorf.Ohiou.Edu> on 07/23/99 01:39:31 PM
Please respond to "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
<genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
To:
cc:

"Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
(bcc: Joe Sheppard/NHC)

Subject:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

[genealib] Re: HELP FINDING PERIODICAL

I am also trying to find a periodical and haven't had any luck so I am
hoping that someone can help me. I am searching for information on the
Washington Gen & Hist Newspaper. Someone referenced this in their research
but didn't give any other information and I am trying to help a patron find
it.
Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Karen S. Smith
Adult Services Volunteer - Historical & Genealogical Collection
Fairfield Co. District Library
219 N Broad St.
Lancaster, OH 43130

The publication of the Washington County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical
Society is called simply "Washington."
Does this make sense in context? Or is it Washington, DC, or the state
of Washington or some other Washington County?
--

Ernest THODE, aa727@big.seorf.ohiou.edu

ethode@wirefire.com

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jsheppard@co.new-hanover.nc.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From ebireland at earthlink.net Fri Jul 23 12:56:12 1999
From: ebireland at earthlink.net (Everett Ireland)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Help
References: <LYR6442-30737-1999.07.23-10.04.55-EBIRELAND#EARTHLINK.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3798BACC.D3D@earthlink.net>
Elaine M. Kuhn wrote:
>
> Dear Genealibbers,
>
> Help! I'm stumped with a periodical search, and I'd like to hear
> from anyone who could help.
>
> For many months now I've tried to locate two issues of "Illinois
> Genealogical & Historical News", particularly Volume 1 Number 1 and
> Volume 4 Number 6. Two attempts at ILL and several phone calls have
> yielded no results. I've tried to contact the publisher, one R.D.
> Bradshaw, at numerous addresses found but I've yet to receive a
> response.
>
> Anyone who might have a suggestion or clues to uncovering
> copies of these issues, please contact me directly.
>
> Thank you so much,
>
> Elaine Kuhn
> Genealogy Librarian
> Historical Genealogy Department
> Allen County Public Library
> 900 Webster St., PO Box 2270
> Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
>
> Email: ekuhn@acpl.lib.in.us
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: EBIRELAND@EARTHLINK.NET
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
In answer to your query, the problem may be that the journal you are
searching has had several different names in the past. When I was at the
Illinois State Library last year on a similar problem, the librarian
took me back in the stacks to find the reference I wanted. The two of us
spent some time sorting out the citations I had. Have you contacted the
Illinois State Genealogical Society http://www.tbox.com/isgs/
or the library http://www.sos.state.il.us/depts/library/isl_home.html?
Everett B. Ireland, CGRS
San Diego
From vwld at mis.net Tue Jul 27 09:38:56 1999
From: vwld at mis.net (Ann J. MacKinnon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Books on-line
Message-ID: <3.0.6.32.19990727083856.007d9990@pop.mis.net>

What are the various sources for accessing genealogical books on-line? I
think one has to subscribe to these services....

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Tue Jul 27 09:33:06 1999
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Books on-line
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-30950-1999.07.27-08.28.28-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.990727083221.9544E-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
On Tue, 27 Jul 1999, Ann J. MacKinnon wrote:
> What are the various sources for accessing genealogical books on-line? I
> think one has to subscribe to these services....
One of the better-known subscription services is at
http://www.ancestry.com. Every database they launch is free for a limited
time.
-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=-+-=*=Cynthia Van Ness, M.L.S.
|
Webmaster, Buffalo NY USA genealogy page:
af482@freenet.buffalo.edu |
http://freenet.buffalo.edu/~roots
"Well-behaved women rarely make history."
- Laurel T. Ulrich

From MrArchive at aol.com Tue Jul 27 09:34:19 1999
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Books on-line
Message-ID: <6c6ffd90.24cf014b@aol.com>
There are catalogues available from the New England Historic Genealogical
Society Boston at 101 Newbury and as well you can access the American
Antiquarian Society that has a collecting scope of everything American
printed prior to 1876 but also has a large Genealogical Collection included
later printed materials.
From ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us Tue Jul 27 10:22:07 1999
From: ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us (Anita Doering)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Books online
Message-ID: <379DC08F.197B9A66@lacrosse.lib.wi.us>
Has anyone ever reviewed the subscription services like ancestry.com?
What are the other choices and how do they compare as far as database
selection, service, prices???
Anita Doering
Archivist
La Crosse (WI) Public Library

From JulieKidd at compuserve.com

Tue Jul 27 15:31:05 1999

From: JulieKidd at compuserve.com (Julie Kidd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Books on-line
Message-ID: <199907271431_MC2-7E7D-DE6D@compuserve.com>
Message text written by "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
>What are the various sources for accessing genealogical books on-line? I
think one has to subscribe to these services....<
We don't have any of these services available in the library. Personally, I
subscribe to the Ancestry.com site, and find it worth the money. From my
experience, limited though it is, other sites don't have the amount
available as does Ancestry.
Of most particular use are the AIS Census Index database, SSDI, American
Genealogical & Biographical Index, DAR patron files, UMI obituary index,
and on . . . .
I don't know what their terms are for institutional use, or if it is
different than individual pricing, but for the $7.00 a month, it's a
bargain.
But, we must remember, and warn patrons, that the information is tertiary
at best, and highly subject to error. It also only has a literal search -except for a few databases which can be searched by soundex. So it is easy
to miss oddly spelled entries.
Julie
JulieKidd@compuserve.com
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JulieKidd/
From ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us Tue Jul 27 15:22:44 1999
From: ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us (Anita Doering)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Books on-line
References: <LYR6350-30984-1999.07.27-14.32.09-AD#LACROSSE.LIB.WI.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <379E0703.C1EF2655@lacrosse.lib.wi.us>
When we checked this summer with ancestry.com, the cost was $399.95 plus $59.95
for each concurrent user for library subscriptions.
Anita Doering
La Crosse Public Library
Julie Kidd wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Message text written by "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
>What are the various sources for accessing genealogical books on-line? I
think one has to subscribe to these services....<
We don't have any of these services available in the library. Personally, I
subscribe to the Ancestry.com site, and find it worth the money. From my
experience, limited though it is, other sites don't have the amount
available as does Ancestry.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Of most particular use are the AIS Census Index database, SSDI, American
Genealogical & Biographical Index, DAR patron files, UMI obituary index,
and on . . . .
I don't know what their terms are for institutional use, or if it is
different than individual pricing, but for the $7.00 a month, it's a
bargain.
But, we must remember, and warn patrons, that the information is tertiary
at best, and highly subject to error. It also only has a literal search -except for a few databases which can be searched by soundex. So it is easy
to miss oddly spelled entries.
Julie
JulieKidd@compuserve.com
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JulieKidd/
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: AD@LACROSSE.LIB.WI.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From gdala1 at hotmail.com Wed Jul 28 11:42:21 1999
From: gdala1 at hotmail.com (Amy Hay)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: civilwardata.com
Message-ID: <19990728174221.31679.qmail@hotmail.com>
Hi Do any of you subscribe institutionally to civilwardata.com?
If so, do you have any comments?
The site was recommended by a patron, and I searched it using his password.
It seems a nice, though not comprehensive, site which is searchable many
different ways and uses several different sources.
Thanks!
Amy, Genealogy Librarian
Fort Smith Public Library
_______________________________________________________________
Get Free Email and Do More On The Web. Visit http://www.msn.com
From GenAnnual at aol.com Wed Jul 28 15:13:57 1999
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Books on-line
Message-ID: <d51aba6e.24d0a265@aol.com>
There are thousands of genealogy/local history books online that genealogists may
read, for free, on the web.
Virtual Library: A Guide to Resources on the Web by Thomas Jay Kemp,(Wilmington,
DE: Scholarly Resources, 1999. 1-800-772-8937) is a guide to more than 5,000 +
titles of interest to genealogists. It is arranged like the Genealogy Annual, by
family surname; topic and by state/country.

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Wed Jul 28 13:23:47 1999
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: WHAT'S NEW? [on a daily basis].
Message-ID: <379F58C3.87DC7A11@dcn.davis.ca.us>
SEE:
GENEALOGY and HISTORY, at:
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/geneal.htm

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Thu Jul 29 15:42:19 1999
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: 1920 Census info
Message-ID: <37A0A08A.AF6DF0BB@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
I am trying to find out some info in regard to the 1920 Federal Census.
In the column where it states "year of immigration", it usually has a
year date there. I have noticed lately that instead of a year date
there is sometimes abbreviations such as: BD, MH, PA, BM or BW. Does
anyone know what any of these could mean? I have researched this but
cannot come up with an answer and our patrons are asking me and I have
no idea what the answer could be.
Any help appreciated.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Steubenville, Ohio

From ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us Fri Jul 30 11:31:25 1999
From: ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us (Anita Doering)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: 1920 Census info
References: <LYR6350-31266-1999.07.29-14.53.29-AD#LACROSSE.LIB.WI.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <37A1C54D.89B38112@lacrosse.lib.wi.us>
I looked in our copy of 200 YEARS OF U.S. CENSUS TAKING: POPULATION AND HOUSING
QUESTIONS, 1790-1900 [published by the U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Nov. 1989] and for the 1920 census, the instructions to enumerators were
"essentially the same" as the 1910. Under "Year of immigration to the United
States" enumerators were instructed to put in a year and no abbreviations are
given. "If he has been in the United States more than once, give the year of his
first arrival." (p. 51).
Anita Taylor Doering

La Crosse (WI) Public Library
Sandy Day wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi:
I am trying to find out some info in regard to the 1920 Federal Census.
In the column where it states "year of immigration", it usually has a
year date there. I have noticed lately that instead of a year date
there is sometimes abbreviations such as: BD, MH, PA, BM or BW. Does
anyone know what any of these could mean? I have researched this but
cannot come up with an answer and our patrons are asking me and I have
no idea what the answer could be.
Any help appreciated.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Steubenville, Ohio
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: AD@LACROSSE.LIB.WI.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Fri Jul 30 12:45:55 1999
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: 1920 Census info
References: <LYR6350-31266-1999.07.29-14.53.29-AD#LACROSSE.LIB.WI.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu> <LYR30436-31338-1999.07.30-11.35.54-daysa#oplin.lib.oh.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <37A1C8B3.559F810A@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Anita:
Thanks for checking. I tried to research this myself with books we have on hand
plus
I emailed the Cenus Bureau and they could not answer it either! One suggestion has
been made that maybe it was written in by transcribers way after the fact. There is
no way of deciphering this just by looking at the microfilm. It is bad enough when
the census staff later wrote on top on names on the census pages making it hard to
read and now this interference.
Thanks for trying. If I find out the answer, I will send it to the list for
everyone
to view.
Sandy
Anita Doering wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I looked in our copy of 200 YEARS OF U.S. CENSUS TAKING: POPULATION AND HOUSING
QUESTIONS, 1790-1900 [published by the U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Nov. 1989] and for the 1920 census, the instructions to enumerators were
"essentially the same" as the 1910. Under "Year of immigration to the United
States" enumerators were instructed to put in a year and no abbreviations are
given. "If he has been in the United States more than once, give the year of his
first arrival." (p. 51).
Anita Taylor Doering
La Crosse (WI) Public Library
Sandy Day wrote:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi:
I am trying to find out some info in regard to the 1920 Federal Census.
In the column where it states "year of immigration", it usually has a
year date there. I have noticed lately that instead of a year date
there is sometimes abbreviations such as: BD, MH, PA, BM or BW. Does
anyone know what any of these could mean? I have researched this but
cannot come up with an answer and our patrons are asking me and I have
no idea what the answer could be.
Any help appreciated.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Steubenville, Ohio
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From nross at ci.bryan.tx.us Fri Jul 30 15:51:36 1999
From: nross at ci.bryan.tx.us (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Disagreement with Technical Processing
Message-ID: <6C94DFBFD20ED211A8E3006097A1760F92488C@xs.ci.bryan.tx.us>
I am having a disagreement with our Technical Processing staff. I have
started using some reciprocal subject headings (i.e., Census, 1850--Texas-Brazos County) in order to provide more access points for our patrons.
I have also started entering cemetery names as 651's. Our technical
processing staff is telling me I need to stop in the interests of crosscatalog consistency in the U.S. and because some of the subject headings
I have designed are not LCSH. I can academically understand their
objections and objectives but, to be perfectly honest, as not only a
genealogical librarian but also a genealogist, I think it is much more
important to serve our patrons than to worry about attempting to reach
perfection. I have not gone overboard on this tendency, and am very
willing to consider my "outlaw" subject headings as "local subject
headings". Not being a cataloger, I do not, to be perfectly honest,
even understand what the uproar is about. I have learned to speak some
MARC but sometimes feel that catlogers worship it to what can be the
detriment of public service. Have any others had this problem? Am I
out in left field alone?
Nancy Ross
Carnegie Center For Brazos Valley History
From glassonp at hanover.edu Fri Jul 30 17:02:43 1999
From: glassonp at hanover.edu (Patty Glasson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Disagreement with Technical Processing
In-Reply-To: <LYR32662-31358-1999.07.30-15.51.41--glassonp#hanover.edu@l
ists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.6.32.19990730160243.007edd70@alpha.hanover.edu>

When cataloging is done correctly, it should enhance public service
rather than detract from it. It's usually considered acceptable to
use your own local subject headings, as long as they are coded as
such. The problem is keeping track of what you've used, so that you
can be consistent, by maintaining local subject authority files -that may be what your Tech Processing staff is worried about. Authority
work is very labor-intensive, which is why it's easier to use the
LCSH headings -- LC maintains the authority files so you don't have to.
If you're making extra work for the Tech Processing staff, they're
probably going to keep complaining (since they're probably understaffed,
if they're like most Tech Services dept's.) You might try limiting
the use of your local subject headings to just a few basic ones like Census, [date] -- [state] -- [county] - and see if your TP staff
will work with you on those.
I've been a cataloger for years, and I'm interested in cataloging
genealogical collections. You are to be commended for trying to
increase access to your collection, since LCSH is not totally
adequate (or at all adequate) for genealogical purposes. The main
problem IS trying to maintain authority files for subjects you want
to use that aren't LCHS. In general, catalogers are not opposed to
increasing access and would like to be able to do so -- they just
don't have the time to do the authority work, and the problem with
just adding local subject headings without doing the authority work is
that it can eventually lead to mass confusion that decreases access.
You're not out in left field, but you may be asking for more than you
realize of your Tech Processing staff. Try to work with them, avoid
getting defensive, and remember that all catalogers (all librarians)
are going to get irate when you accuse them of not caring about the
public. Good luck.
(Also, cemetery names should be coded as 610's rather than 651's,
since they are technically corporate names.)
At 02:51 PM 7/30/99 -0500, you wrote:
>I am having a disagreement with our Technical Processing staff. I have
>started using some reciprocal subject headings (i.e., Census, 1850--Texas->Brazos County) in order to provide more access points for our patrons.
>I have also started entering cemetery names as 651's. Our technical
>processing staff is telling me I need to stop in the interests of cross>catalog consistency in the U.S. and because some of the subject headings
>I have designed are not LCSH. I can academically understand their
>objections and objectives but, to be perfectly honest, as not only a
>genealogical librarian but also a genealogist, I think it is much more
>important to serve our patrons than to worry about attempting to reach
>perfection. I have not gone overboard on this tendency, and am very
>willing to consider my "outlaw" subject headings as "local subject
>headings". Not being a cataloger, I do not, to be perfectly honest,
>even understand what the uproar is about. I have learned to speak some
>MARC but sometimes feel that catlogers worship it to what can be the
>detriment of public service. Have any others had this problem? Am I
>out in left field alone?
>Nancy Ross
>Carnegie Center For Brazos Valley History
Patty Glasson
Bibliographic Information Services Librarian
Duggan Library

Hanover College
P.O. Box 287
Hanover, IN 47243-0287
(812) 866-7162
fax (812) 866-7172
glassonp@hanover.edu
From art at hswp.org Fri Jul 30 18:03:35 1999
From: art at hswp.org (Art Louderback)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Disagreement with Technical Processing
In-Reply-To: <LYR12048-31358-1999.07.30-15.51.41--art#hswp.org@lists.aco
mp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.1.32.19990730170335.00696fd0@200.1.1.111>
You are not in left field. You are trying to use the 651 field instead of
the 691 field for local subject entries.

From jsheppard at co.new-hanover.nc.us Fri Jul 30 18:15:40 1999
From: jsheppard at co.new-hanover.nc.us (jsheppard@co.new-hanover.nc.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Disagreement with Technical Processing
Message-ID: <852567BE.0074CAF0.00@srvnotes1.co.new-hanover.nc.us>

Dear Ms. Ross,
No, your not alone. J

From arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us Fri Jul 30 18:18:47 1999
From: arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us (Erickson, Arthur)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Disagreement with Technical Processing
Message-ID: <7DD59F6F8A87D11191B50060088FAB14DEEE10@green>
This is only an indirect response to your question.
I find that very few users access genealogy materials through the catalog.
I am the genealogy librarian and hardly ever use the catalog (except to
remind myself of the location of an item I already know exists). Browsing
is the catalog for most people.
I think that a logical and clear shelf order is more important than subject
access. I am blessed with a compliant cataloger who pretty much does what I
ask him to. I rarely discuss subject headings with him (he's pretty strict
Dewey, which is mostly ok by me) but I make sure than the call numbers are
what I want them to be. I guess LC is a different ballgame for shelf order.
Our catalog allows title keyword searching, which I find very useful and
easy to explain to users.

The only times I wind up frustrated or even caring about subject access is
when I'm trying to find out what neighboring libraries have for referral
purposes (which serves me right for my indifference).
I know that this sounds like the lazy approach, but it really may be the
case that subject access is a relatively trivial issue for most of us.
Flames are welcome on or off list.
Arthur Erickson
Genealogy Librarian
(336) 574-4099 (my office)
Greensboro Public Library
(336) 335-5430 (Reference Division)
Greensboro, NC 27402
e-mail: arthur.erickson@ci.greensboro.nc.us

From JohnR238 at aol.com Fri Jul 30 18:22:00 1999
From: JohnR238 at aol.com (JohnR238@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Disagreement with Technical Processing
Message-ID: <6fd9f8a1.24d37178@aol.com>
There are two sides to this argument, but as someone who has learned the fine
art (if rather arcane) of subject headings syntax, it's disconcerting to do a
search in the new whizbangy union catalogs that are coming on line and get
false hits or no hits because something is mis-cataloged.
What I would like to see developed (in my dreams) is some kind of extended
subject classifications / bibliographic format which is both more
descriptive, allows machine processing, and is not so restrictive in terms of
syntax. I believe the Z39.50 specs. outline a blueprint for this, but as you
mentioned, catalogers live in their own universe where mere mortals are wont
to tread lightly. Remember that God set Adam and Eve to cataloging the stuff
in Eden, they screwed it up, and some of us have been since forever banned
from understanding and truly appreciating the fine art a select few still ply
with the careful touch of an artist. (grin).
John Rigdon

From SSeniawski at larm.lib.wy.us Sat Jul 31 16:27:24 1999
From: SSeniawski at larm.lib.wy.us (Sue Seniawski)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: Disagreement with Technical Processing
Message-ID: <s7a315f9.079@larm.lib.wy.us>
I have been watching the discussion about cataloguing with great, but
detatched, interest until now.
We have several "related" books, i.e. county will books for Pennsylvania,
which have been bound together. This creates a cataloguing headache and
makes using the catalog on the computer exceptionally difficult. One must
search using "Keyword." We have signs saying this on our opac, but most
people are conditioned to search by Title, Author, or Subject. We do try to
include as many cross-references in the subject fields as we can, but our

system only prints a limited number.
I agree that having a "browsable" collection would be ideal, especially in
the case of our "related" books being bound together. I would like to use
the Dewey classification number for the various counties even if the county
isn't mentioned in the title, but our technical services department doesn't
want me doing too much "creative" cataloguing or classifying. We generally
tell our patrons to be sure to browse the entire state section.
Do you think the cataloguers will ever become the users?
Sue
Sue Seniawski
Genealogy Specialist
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, WY 82001
SSeniawski@larm. lib.wy.us

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Sat Jul 31 20:52:54 1999
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:12 2003
Subject: FREE Translation/Tutorial Services: Arabic - Chinese - Dutch - English French - German - Modern Greek - Modern Hebrew - Italian - Japanese - Portuguese Russian - Spanish.
Message-ID: <37A3B686.8DE20E15@dcn.davis.ca.us>
GO TO:
ENGLISH, LITERATURE
and FOREIGN LANGUAGES, at:
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/english.htm
LOOK FOR:
Translation with SYSTRAN? from Alta Vista
Translates plain text or insert an address (URL)
of a Web page in the space provided, for conversion
into English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese
or Spanish Languages.

SEE ALSO:
Modern Languages Free online courses, tutorials, and activities:
Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, French, German, Modern Greek,
Modern Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian
and Spanish.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/geneal.htm
Listed in: Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
[both editions]

From boljace at and.lib.in.us Tue Jul 27 12:45:09 1999
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:51 2003
Subject: Free to good home
Message-ID: <1.5.4.32.19990727164509.0068b82c@and.lib.in.us>
I have an unbound photocopy of "Ghost towns of Hendricks County, Indiana" if
anyone would like it.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson (Ind.) Public Library
Mike Pitts
Indiana Room
Anderson Public Library
http://www.acsc.net/apl

